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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this thesis is to present the ethnogeography of the Mandan and Hidatsa Indians, and to a
lesser extent, the ethnogeography of the Arikara and
Lakota during the period 1738-1889.

It provides not

only a listing of place-names, but it also includes an
explanation of why the locations associated with those
names were so important, and remain important to these
tribes.
The primary hypothesis of this research is that
toponyms of Native American origin were generated
because of perceptual and/or pragmatic reasons.
Place-names, obtained from historical journals and
secondary sources, were classified using a standard
toponym typology.

Those classified as descriptive,

associative, incident, shift, or combinations thereof
tend to support the initial hypothesis.

Also considered

was a secondary hypothesis stating that the actual
locations identified by environmentally perceived native
names were and are culture intrinsic.

To be culture

intrinsic, a place must be so significant to a group
that its loss would tend to weaken, or possibly destroy,
the cultural fabric of the community.
ix

Results indicate that 84% of Mandan, 63% of Hidatsa,
33% of Arikara, and 81% of Lakota place-names were
environmentally perceived, while only 15% of non-Indian
place-names were environmentally induced.

Secondly, 87%

of Mandan, 81% of Hidatsa, 62% of Arikara, and 73% of
Lakota place-names were culture intrinsic.

It could be

inferred from these statistics that because indigenous
peoples applied predominantly environmentally perceived
names to locations in their sphere of influence, they
considered themselves more a component of that
environment rather than a controller of it and sought to
live in harmony with it.
There are three important implications of this
research.

First, the realization that native people in

this region were very cognizant of their immediate
environment, naming sites in their territory based upon
an intimate knowledge of that environment.

Second, this

research immediately causes readers to consider what the
present condition of the locations is and, if the site
still exists, whether it is being utilized as originally
intended or is no longer important.

Finally, the

ethnogeographical data will help North Dakotans
recognize the contributions made by Native Americans to
the state's cultural heritage which are especially
important in a centennial year.
x

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION

Once, from eastern ocean to western ocean, the land
stretched away without names....Men came at last,
tribe following tribe, speaking different languages,
and thinking different thoughts.
According to their
ways of speech and thought they gave names, and in
their generations laid their bones by the streams and
hills they had named. But even when tribes and
languages had vanished, some of those old names, re
shaped, still lived in the speech of those who fol
lowed .
George R. Stewart,
Names on the Land

Names, place-names, toponyms-- all words used to
identify those symbols applied to the seemingly infinite
number of locations, both natural and fabricated, that
make up the world in which we live.

Without place-names

one place could not be readily distinguished from
another, and confusion would reign supreme.

Place-names,

then, were and still are, of great importance to all
peoples around the world.

They were of great importance

to early Europeans who applied names to unfamiliar areas
after arriving on the shores of America.

But this

importance was in an historical context, when was a
particular area "discovered", when was the area settled,
and how it fit into a greater chronological context.
1
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For Native Americans, place-names served to identify
areas or locales where food, tools, and other materials
essential to their culture were to be obtained.

They

identified where the tribe originated, where their
enemies lived, where trade goods came from, and where to
pray.

When these events occurred was, at most, of

secondary importance.

Time to Native Americans was, and

to a lesser degree still is, relative.

They depended

upon the cyclical nature of the sun, moon, and the
seasons to regulate their lives; to know when to hunt, to
plant, and to perform ceremonies.

History then, in the

European sense, was not deemed necessary by Indians.
Vine Deloria, Jr., in his classic book on Indian affairs,
God is Red, probably best summarized what history meant
to Indians in the following statement:
What appears to have survived as a tribal conception
of history almost everywhere was the description of
conditions under which the people lived and the
location in which they lived (Deloria 1973, p.116).
Native Americans, then, are more spatially oriented
than temporally oriented, with the locations of their
seasonal activities being of the utmost importance.
Deloria stated:
American Indians hold their lands-- places---as
having the highest possible meaning, and all their
statements are made with this reference point in
mind (Deloria 1973, p.75).
The lack of a similar societal value of places in
European culture led to many conflicts between Indians
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and advancing white explorers and settlers, who often
viewed the land, and all places on it, as something to be
controlled rather than to live in harmony with.

One

element of this control was the ownership, by individ
uals, of the land and everything on it.

Private owner

ship of land probably was the most devisive issue in the
entire history of Indian/White relations in this country.
Consider the following statement by Robert Sack:
Both private ownership of land and the
territorial state contrast with societal views of
space in primitive societies.
In the primitive view,
land is not a thing that can be cut into pieces and
sold as parcels. Land is not a piece of space within
a larger spatial system. On the contrary, it is seen
in terms of social relations.
The people, as part of
nature, are intimately linked to the land. To belong
to a territory or place is a social concept which
requires first and foremost belonging to a societal
unit. The land itself is in the possession of the
group as a whole.
It is not privately partitioned
and owned. Moreover, it is alive with the spirits
and history of the people, and places on it are
sacred (emphasis added)(Sack 1980, p.22).
In a broad view, and under the correct circumstances,
both private ownership and societal use of land would be
acceptable, but unfortunately, one side or the other
usually tends to subjugate the other with its methods.
One facet of those societies that consider private owner
ship of land acceptable is the practice of boundary
inclusive rights.

In essence, it means that if an

individual purchases a parcel of land, no matter how
large, everything within the boundaries is considered
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the exclusive property of that individual.

Native

Americans viewed land ownership and land use quite
differently.

Sack stated:

...the social order is not thought of as possessing a
continuous extension in physical space. Rather, the
society is anchored to the earth's surface in very
special locations such as holy places, sources of
water, and traditional camp sites. The intervening
areas, although known to the members, may be
unimportant to them in a territorial sense.
In such
cases the territorial boundaries would tend to be
vague (Sack 1980, p.168).
To the casual observer, it might seem that modern Indian
land claims are boundary inclusive

(e.g., the Black Hills

and White Earth), and the answer would be yes, but not
because societal ideas have changed, rather, the legal
land ownership system now in place has forced Indians to
pursue return of sacred lands based on private ownership
principles.
In this paper an attempt was made to present insights
into the ethnogeography of the Mandan, Hidatsa, and
Arikara in the period 1738-1889.

A basic hypothesis is

that toponyms of Native American origin were generated
because of perceptual or pragmatic reasons, how they
perceived the environment and how they lived in harmony
with it.

A secondary hypothesis is that the actual

locations identified by environmentally perceived native
names were and are culture intrinsic, or so significant
to these culture groups that its loss would tend to
weaken, and possibly destroy, the cultural fabric of the
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community.

It should be understood that while the toponym

classification system used in this research is well
accepted in the discipline of geography, it may not fully
represent the environmental ideas and perceptions of
Indian people.

It is a broad, encompassing system,

however, and is of great value in any initial attempt at
classification, which is the major reason it was utilized
here.

Also, those sites considered to be culture

intrinsic are based solely on the author's perception of
what aspects of a culture are necessary for the viability
and perpetuation of that culture.

Locations that did not

fall into any predetermined category were listed as being
of undetermined significance.
Why pick the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara?

Besides

their residence near a major waterway which increased the
number of white explorers and traders entering their ter
ritory, they were also quite sedentary.

Beckwith has

indicated that:
The settled character of Mandan-Hidatsa culture
has encouraged a definite localization of each myth
which gives to the countryside,... a charm of
association which is less apparent among the roving
Sioux (Beckwith 1937, p.xvii).
Another major reason in selecting these tribes is the
noticeable absence of ethnogeographical information
concerning them, which is readily apparent in the fol
lowing review of toponymic literature.

CHAPTER II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The more extensive a man's knowledge of what has
been done, the greater will be his power of knowing
what to do.
Disraeli

Introduction

Geography as a discipline has provided many avenues of
research to countless scholars trying to show how humans
interact with their environment.

One of the major avenues

that has been a focus of many geographers is toponymic or
place-name studies.

Toponymic studies are generally one

of three different forms, all very valuable, but each one
concentrating on a different type of information.

First

there are compilations of place-names in book form or as
a string of computer printout sheets.

The second form

consists of general and specific works concentrating on
the process of naming rather than a comprehensive listing
of place-names.

Form three includes works applying a

selected list of place-names to a distinct ethnic group,
commonly referred to as ethnogeography.

Consideration of

the style, technique, and content of all three forms is
prerequisite to responsible scholarship in toponymy.
6
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Form 1
Place-name compilations are generally wide in scope,
covering an entire state or region, but also may be as
specific as a county, reservation, or city study.
However, elements always included are the toponyms in the
study area, the location identified by the name, and any
information relating to the origin of the name or to
changes that have occurred since its inception.

More

than interesting reading, these listings serve to define
migration patterns of various ethnic groups

(consider

Norway and Danzig, North Dakota for example) and often
reflect ethnocentric and oppressive tendencies of
dominant societies when the succession of names for a
particular location is viewed through the scope of
time.

This is particularly evident in North Dakota

where possessive and commemorative non-Indian names, such
as Douglas Creek, Nelson Lake, and Bismarck, are very
widespread.
Form 2
General works are books and articles that often relate
different procedures for naming at many locations around
the country and the world by combining a sampling of
place-names with other interesting background
information.

Some Problems in the Distribution of

Generic Terms in the Place-Names of the Northeastern
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United States and Classical Town Names in the United
States: The History of an American Idea by Wilbur
Zelinsky are excellent examples.
Form 3
Research combining a selected list of place-names as
they pertain to a distinct ethnic group is called
ethnogeography; this study would be in that category.
Ethnogeography attempts to define how a specific culture
group relates to the environment by examining place-names
applied by that group and also to simply record and
interpret how a particular location was used and what
intrinsic value, if any, that it may have.

Notes on the

Ethnogeography of the Yankton Dakota by James H. Howard
and The Sitting Rabbit Map of the Missouri River in North
Dakota by Thomas D. Thiessen, et al. are examples.
Listed on the following pages, from general to specific,
are those studies reviewed prior to the commencement of
the present research.

General Toponymic Studies

For many years no general study of place-names existed.
Most research was either in the form of place-name
dictionaries or specific studies relating to a particular
area.

This situation changed in 1958 when George R.
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Stewart produced what was to become a classic in placename literature, Names on the Land, which provided scho
lars with information on the process of naming rather
than simply names themselves.

Names that were eventually

included in Names on the Land were there because:

(1)

they were of national importance, thereby relating to a
wider readership,

(2) they illustrated the habits or

fashions of place-naming,

(3) they were connected with

the work of a particular namer, or (4) their manner of
origin seemed of special interest (Stewart 1958, p. 439).
Surprisingly, even though Stewart's work is of a general
nature, the methods employed to obtain data are quite
similar to those of the present study.
were to:

Stewart's methods

(1) examine scholarly studies of place-names,

including dictionaries and specific studies to determine
and compare techniques,

(2) read original narratives or

edited versions placed in book form of explorer's and
adventurer's expeditions such as Lewis and Clark and
others who recorded existing names and named many
locations themselves,

(3) read WPA state guides, and

local histories, including county and city records,

(4)

examine maps, gazetteers, postal guides, and railway
guides,

(5) examine government documents, such as state

and federal legislative journals,

(6) correspond with

people who have actually given names, and (7) correspond
with people familiar with place-names in a particular
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area

(Stewart 1958, p. 440).

This procedure for data

aquisition, even though used by Stewart to elucidate
processes involved in naming, and not present actual
results, does provide a very workable framework for
current toponymic research.
Another major work by Stewart, Names on the Globe,
published in 1975, is of greater importance to the
current study because it includes the classification
scheme developed in 1954 by Stewart and subsequently
published in Names

(March 1954).

This ten element

classification system helps categorize place-name origins
as being descriptive, associative, incident, possessive,
commemorative, commendatory, folk-etymology, manufac
tured, mistake, or shift (See Appendix A ) .

After a name

is classified using one or a combination of these
elements, certain inferences can be made regarding the
naming process as applied to different cultures.

For

example, in this thesis the hypothesis is stated that
place-names classified as descriptive, incident, shift,
or some combination thereof, were generated because of
pragmatic reasons or a reaction to someone's perception
of the environment.

Toponyms falling into remaining

categories would not immediately support such a
hypothesis.
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Many toponyra classification schemes are used including
territorial, chronological, and language of origin.

The

diffusion of classical town names across the United
States was the topic of a notable paper by Wilbur
Zelinsky.

Zelinsky stated that the function of place-

names is to unequivocally identify places and to feed
"vague subterranean appetites"
478).

(Zelinsky 1967, pp.475-

Whether this identification was to discern the use

of a particular location, to distinguish it from other
locations, or a combination of these possibilities was
not explained by Zelinsky.

General studies are of great

value when searching for an appropriate data acquisition
method, format, and for the names they contain.

Regional Toponymic Studies

At a regional level, specifically the Northern Great
Plains, a major source of place-name information is South
Dakota Geographic Names by Virginia Driving Hawk Sneve
(1966).

She has expanded and updated the great amount of

information amassed by the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) Writers Project in 1940-1941 with the result being
a very readable and informative book.

An introduction,

outlining how the data was originally gathered, and a
section on the state's early inhabitants, the Arikara,
and Dakota Indians, provides excellent background
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information and puts in context a majority of the names
listed in the text.

Although this work does not cover

the current study area directly, many Indian names are
explained as there was much overlap between South Dakota
and North Dakota by Arikara and Dakota groups.

For

example, the entry for Missouri River reads as follows:
Missouri River - rises at Three Forks in south
western Montana and flows east into North Dakota
and, roughly speaking, bisects South Dakota from
north to south, leaving the state at its southeastern
corner.
It divides South Dakota into the East-river
and West-river sections, the farming and ranching
regions respectively.
It has a total length of 2950
miles, of which 534 miles are in or bordering on
South Dakota. The river bears an Indian name of SacFox origin, meaning "big muddy." The Sioux name for
this river means "roily water."
Its common nickname
is the "Big Muddy" (Driving Hawk Sneve 1966, p.144).
Essentially then, South Dakota Geographic Names is a
place-name dictionary with sufficient overlap into North
Dakota names to make it an important part of this survey.
Another regional study, also completed in South Dakota,
is a paper by James H. Howard entitled "Notes on the
Ethnogeography of the Yankton Dakota."

Howard attempted

to illustrate the relationship of Yankton Dakota to their
environment, how they utilized its resources, and how
place-names often reflect the original use of various
locales by Indian people.

In this respect, Howard's

paper most closely approximates the purpose of the
current research.

He stated:
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American Indians, because they lacked the
technological advantages of the later European and
American invaders, represent a much closer response
to the opportunities and limitations of the land on
which they lived (Howard 1972, p.281).
This is precisely the precept the current research was
based on and from which both hypotheses were formulated.
Howard continues:
Thus the ways in which the Yankton utilized this
area, and the cultural adaptations which the region
exacted of them, are of considerable interest to the
student of human ecology (Howard 1972, p.281).
Historical documents, ethnographic studies, and testimony
of Yankton informants was secured and utilized by Howard
as data for the article.

Material obtained from

informants is presented in paragraph form, listing the
location and place-name, then following with name origin
and location use.

Consider the following entry:

Lake Kampeska, the large lake near present
Watertown, South Dakota, was cited as a Yankton land
mark by Joe Rockboy and Louis Strieker. The name
Kampeska means "white shell" in Dakota, and refers to
the fact that the Dakota often found shells of this
type there (Howard 1972, p. 301).
Howard stated in his summary that:
Yankton place-names frequently were found to
reflect economic resources and their use, or called
to mind such resources to... informants....All serve
to demonstrate the intimate geographical knowledge
possessed by the Yankton (Howard 1972, p.303).
Ethnographic studies, excluding Howard's work, remain
quite rare for the Northern Plains region, and, as will
be shown in the following section, non-existent for the
present study area.
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North Dakota Toponymic Studies

Work with place-names in North Dakota is limited
basically to two efforts.

First published and most

frequently cited is Origins of North Dakota Place Names
by Mary Ann Barnes Williams which appeared in 1966.

This

work, although not nearly as extensive, is of the same
basic type as South Dakota Geographic Names.

It is a

place-name dictionary consisting primarily of post office
locations and origins of those names.

Indian names were

ordinarily not included unless they were directly
connected with a village or town established by nonIndians.

As explained by Williams in the preface:

The chief aim of this study has been to find the
origin of the name of places white men have
established and named-- not geographical names nor
Indian villages, although the location and facts of
historical significance are often included (Williams
1966, p .3).
While some of the entries were valuable, the lack of
physiographic locations and Indian villages greatly
reduces potential value of this work.

As the work

progressed county by county, final arrangement was
alphabetically listed by county.

An example:

Riverdale: The town built by the Federal
Government at the Garrison Dam site on Sec.3-146-84
that farmer Espy Ash had owned for 44 years before
selling it to the government in 1946 was named by
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Mrs. T.O. Lervick of Granville in a series of
contests conducted in the state in February of that
year with cooperation of 24 newspapers.
One of
20,000 participants, Mrs. Lervick was awarded a cash
prize of $24 by the nine-man judging board of state
officials...(Williams 1966, p.181).
This information, while interesting, is not suitable
data for the present research.

Some entries were help

ful, however, as shown by the following:
Apple Creek: A Northern Pacific R.R. loading
station, eight miles east of Bismarck on Sec.10-13879.
It was named for the stream nearby that enters
the Missouri River a few miles to the south....The
name Apple Creek is an inaccurate translation of the
Dakota Indian name for it, which is Taspan Wakpala
(Thorn Apple Creek) (Williams 1966, p. 47) .
Origins of North Dakota Place Names, then, does contain
basic data, largely locational, but provides very little
ethnogeographical data, and as a consequence, is mainly a
supplementary data source.
A major problem encountered in most toponymic research
is the difficulty of locating places and implementing
some identification scheme so other researchers and the
general public can utilize place-name information.

GNIS

(Geographic Names Information Systems), Phase II, a
project undertaken in North and South Dakota by
personnel from South Dakota State University and the
University of North Dakota has alleviated this problem
considerably.

Consisting of two phases, GNIS is a

collection of place-names located by county and the
geographic grid coordinate system of latitude and long
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itude.

At the present time (1987), this information is

found as a collection of computer printout sheets, one
set for South Dakota and one for North Dakota.

Total

number of place-names for North Dakota from Phase I and
Phase II is 8,291, with 2,307 of those being in the 14
county area of this study, averaging 165 place-names per
county.
An example from Burleigh County illustrates the type of
information provided by GNIS:
NAME

FEATURE

Sibley Butte

Summit

COUNTY CODE #
38015

LOCATION
465723N1002151W

GNIS is very beneficial in assisting the locational pro
cess; however, many Indian names are absent from the
listing because it relied heavily upon maps drawn mainly
by non-Indians, in the data collection phase.
Toponymic literature, then, is predominantly a
collection of general naming studies and place-name
dictionaries.

The value of such literature to the

present study, which is more ethnogeographical in nature,
was limited, thus emphasizing the need for further
research.

A methodology for accomplishing this task, not

dissimilar to that used by Stewart discussed in this
chapter, will be presented in Chapter III.

CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY

Under the circumstances, I hope no one will be too
much outraged at the omission of some favorite name....
The purpose...is to present the process of naming, not
to make it a place-name dictionary.
George R. Stewart,
Names on the Land

Site Selection
Ethnogeography has received very limited attention
from researchers working with native cultures.

This

dearth of completed research is particularly apparent in
North Dakota, where no specific works on ethnogeography
have been published.

This paucity of ethnogeographic

literature has not stemmed from lack of culture groups
or first-hand accounts.

At least four distinct culture

groups, specifically, the Mandan, Hidatsa, Arikara, and
Dakota, are known to have lived in the area now known as
North Dakota (for a complete description of these groups
and the physical study area, see Chapter IV-Study Area).
Consisting of those counties adjacent to the Missouri
River in North Dakota, the study area was selected
because of the relatively large number of explorers, fur
traders, and adventurers that used the Missouri River as
17
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a travel route to, what was to them, largely unexplored
interior land and, up to 1804, a possible connection to
the "Western Sea"

(i.e., the Pacific Ocean).

Many of

these early sojourners kept careful notes and collected
them in journals to record their experiences.
Recognizing the vast extent of the possible study area
for ethnographic research in North Dakota, only those
counties contiguous to or in very close proximity to the
Missouri River were included in this study.

While being

a manageable study area, this particular region

was

also more likely to yield ethnogeographic information
because the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa had established
villages there.

The sedentary nature of these tribes

coupled with the easy access provided by the Missouri
River and construction of fur-trading and military posts
offered increased opportunity for Indian/White contact.
As a consequence of this contact, much ethnographic
information is available for research and analysis.

Data Collection

All written material used in this research was obtain
ed from the Chester Fritz Library at the University of
North Dakota, including the Special Collections Depart
ment and Interlibrary Loan Service, or from the author's
personal holdings.
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This material was of three basic types:
1. ) Primary - material written by explorers, fur
traders, missionaries, and military personnel
in the form of notes, letters, and journals.
While these sources have been edited and placed
in book form or on microfilm, every attempt was
made to select those editions that indicated
integrity with the original hand-written
material.
2. ) Secondary - usually material written since 1900
by authors having access to original journals
and informants

(Indians who had been a part of

the generation being recorded, or direct descen
dants thereof).

Books by Martha Beckwith and

Alfred Bowers on Mandan-Hidatsa social and
ceremonial organization are outstanding
examples.
3. ) Tertiary - material written since 1900 by
authors using ethnological sources only (the
written record of primary and secondary
sources).

Books such as North Dakota Place

Names by Mary Ann Barnes Williams and Dammed
Indians by Michael Lawson are examples.
Dammed Indians relates the events and
circumstances leading up to the placement of
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mainstern dams on the Missouri River by the
Army Corps of Engineers and the devastating
effect the rising waters had upon Indian
people living along the river at the time.
Additional information, especially locational data,
was obtained from maps.

These maps were from the

Department of Geography and Department of Geology at the
University of North Dakota, the Special Collections Room
at the Chester Fritz Library, and from the author's
personal holdings (See Appendix B ) .

Maps were of three

basic types:
1. ) Historic Originals - most notable being the
Missouri River Commission maps of 1894, but any
map printed prior to 1900 would qualify as an
historic original.
2. ) Facsimile - exact copies of historic maps that
are more generally available.

The atlas of the

Lewis and Clark Expedition (Gary Moulton,ed.)
an example.
3. ) Modern - maps produced by modern mapping
techniques and updated using photogrammetric
methods.

These would include topographic maps

after about 1920 and aerial photography.
These maps were used as basic data sources, as

is
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locational tools, and as base maps to plot place-names
gathered in the following procedure.

Research Procedure

Place-names gathered for this research were primarily
of Indian origin, either in the original language or
the English translation.

Non-Indian place-names, having

been researched to a greater extent in other publica
tions, were given secondary importance.

Neither

list should be considered comprehensive, the purpose
being to describe major ethnogeographical locations in
the study area, not to provide a complete listing of all
known names.

When doubt existed as to origin of place-

names, names were recorded but not classified as
Stewart's Toponym Typology requires that the name origin
be known (See Appendix A).

Non-classified names were

also excluded from statistical computations.

Names and

information pertinent to the location were initially
recorded on a specially prepared data form (Figure 1).
This form lists all Indian names and also the most
commonly applied name, be it Indian or non-Indian,
found in the data collection phase.

Archaeological site

designations, mainly of village sites, were included as
locational aides.
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Figure 1. Place-Name Data Form
Source
Site Name:
Mandan:
Arikara:
Hidatsa:
Dakota:
Archeological Site Designation
Other:

Location:
County:
Latitude/Longitude:
Township/Range:
Map Used:
Other:

Origin of Toponym:
Classification:
Locational Importance:
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Location was listed, as accurately as possible, using
a geographic grid coordinate system, legal township/
range designation, or simple association with other
well-known towns or landmarks.
These data forms, when collected together, serve as a
directory of place-names and their variants, and
provide some means of locating the place either on a
map or in the field.

Fully cross-referenced to aid in

name location, the directory lists whether the site
was inundated by dam reservoir waters and if the toponym
persists as originally applied (See Appendix C ) .
All place-names classified on the data form as
descriptive, associative, incident, shift, or
combinations thereof were then counted as a separate
group as they supported the basic hypothesis set forth
in Chapter I that toponyms of Native American origin
were generated because of perceptual or pragmatic
reasons.

From those two figures, total place-names and

descriptive, associative, incident, shift, and
combination names, a percentage was arrived at which was
then used to lend support to the hypothesis.
Also discussed in Chapter I was a secondary hypothesis
stating that the actual locations identified by
environmentally perceived native names were and are
culture intrinsic.

To be culture intrinsic, a place
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must be so significant to a culture group that its loss
would tend to weaken, and possibly destroy, the cultural
fabric of the community.

At a minimum, individual

culture traits would be lost or severely modified.

For

the purposes of this study, places were considered
culture intrinsic if they were:

(1) village sites,

(2)

connected in any way with the performance of religious
ceremonies,

(3) deemed sacred because of ancestral

reasons, or (4) known repositories of food, minerals,
and/or earths largely unavailable to the tribes at other
locations.

Methodology Assessment and Concerns

A major impediment facing any researcher undertaking
toponymic study is name origin.

Exact beginnings of

place-names are, at times, difficult to ascertain, and
many questions must be correctly answered during the
research.
Place-names originate in a variety of ways, and over
the course of this research all of the following
variations were found to exist:
1.

Names Indian in origin and stated in language
of the originator,

2.

Names Indian in origin, but stated in a
different Indian language,
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3.

Names Indian in origin, but translated into
French or English,

4.

Names Indian in origin, but etymological
transmutations into another language,

5.

Names English or French in origin and stated in
those languages,

6.

Names English or French in origin, but
translated into Indian languages without regard
for the original Indian name for the location.

This research was focused on the first three
possibilities only.

One method of facilitating a

thorough search and maintaining a high degree of
accuracy was to enlist the assistance of informants.
This helps in adding material and also serves as a crossreference with written sources.

Mr. Louis Garcia of

Tokio, ND provided much information on Dakota placenames, including spelling and pronunciation.
This information should be valuable to researchers
because the proliferation of names applied in the past
makes precise identification difficult and time con
suming.

With literally hundreds of historic and

contemporary sites to contend with, some standardized
means of naming should be instituted.

The present

research and analysis could represent the initial
step in the standardization process.
Chapter IV will describe in detail the case study
area serving as the basis for this research.

CHAPTER IV.

STUDY AREA

We did not think of the great open plains, the
beautiful rolling hills, and winding streams with
tangled growth, as wild.... To us it was tame. Earth
was bountiful and we were surrounded with the bles
sings of the Great Mystery.
Luther Standing Bear,
Land of the Spotted Eagle

Introduction

Geography as a basic science is concerned fundamen
tally with the concept of spatial orientation and
distribution.

It attempts to locate, describe, and

explain physical and cultural phenomena.

Where other

disciplines emphasize temporal, physical, and
sociopolitical influences as separate factors in
studying phenomena, geography tends to amalgamate these
criteria when examining the environment.

Intrinsic to

basic geographic concepts, toponyms often reflect the
feelings, interpretations, and uses of the local
physical environment.

Consequently, an overview of key

geographic features, both physiographic and cultural,
within the study area is requisite to any toponymic
research.
26
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Location of Study Area

North Dakota, within which is the study area, is
located at the center of the North American continent
(Figure 2).

Using a standard geographic grid system

(parallels and meridians), its northern boundary was
established at 49 degrees north latitude, its southern
boundary at 45 degrees 55 minutes north latitude, its
western boundary at 104 degrees 04 minutes west
longitude, all of which are antecedent, geometric
boundary lines.

The eastern boundary, a natural

boundary formed by the Red River of the North and the
Bois de Sioux River, is located at approximately 97
degrees west longitude.
Flowing into North Dakota at approximately 48 degrees
00 minutes north latitude, 104 degrees 04 minutes west
longitude and exiting at approximately 45 degrees 55
minutes north latitude, 100 degrees 30 minutes west
longitude, is the Missouri River.

Home to Mandan,

Hidatsa, and Arikara Indians, the Missouri River and
corresponding valley was the major avenue of access used
by several European nations in an attempt to find a
route across the continent to the "Western Sea", later
recognized as the Pacific Ocean.

Because of those

European and subsequent American explorers, much has
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Figure 2.

North Dakota as Part of North America
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been recorded about Indian/non-Indian interaction in
areas contiguous to the Missouri River, including, in
many instances, names of landscape features.

This

written record is extremely important because of two
factors that have contributed to the loss or modifica
tion of former village sites, historic landmarks, and
other features of importance that existed in the
Missouri River Valley.

First, shifting of the dynamic

Missouri River in its channel, often forming cutoffs and
causing bank slumpage, has at times resulted in the loss
of former village sites and historic sites located close
to the river.

The second, and principal cause for loss

of villages, land, and historic sites has been mainstem
dam construction.

This factor has been far more devas

tating than river shifts to indigenous peoples.
Garrison Dam, located near Riverdale, North Dakota,
impounds 24.2 million acre-feet of water stretching
nearly to the Montana border

(Lawson 1982, p.59).

This

impoundment, known as Lake Sakakawea, has inundated
463,000 acres of rich, river bottom land.

Oahe Dam,

located just upstream from Pierre, South Dakota, has
created Lake Oahe, which extends nearly to Bismarck,
North Dakota and has covered approximately 85,000 acres
in North Dakota alone (Wills 1972, p.60).
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Many sites mentioned in the appendices were inundated
by the waters of Lake Sakakawea or Lake Oahe.

By

listing these sites and their past history, it is hoped
a small part of native culture can be preserved.

In

this study, place-names, name origins, and environmental
perceptions are being inventoried and analyzed.
following counties comprise the study area:

The

Sioux,

Grant, Emmons, Morton, Oliver, Mercer, Dunn, McKenzie,
Williams, Mountrail, Ward, McLean, Sheridan, and
Burleigh (figure 3).

Physiographic Regions

Figure 4 illustrates the major physiographic regions
in North Dakota.

As pointed out by Bluemle (1977) ,

these six areas are the Red River Valley, Drift Prairie
(Glaciated Plains), Coteau du Missouri, Turtle Mountains,
Coteau des Prairies, and Missouri Plateau.

Also shown

are the Pembina Escarpment, marking the boundary between
the Red River Valley and the Drift Prairie, and the
Missouri Escarpment, delineating the boundary between
the Drift Prairie and Missouri Coteau.

Because the

study area is situated on the Missouri Plateau and
Coteau du Missouri, those areas will be described in
greater detail.
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Figure 3.

Middle Missouri River Region of North Dakota
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Missouri Plateau- Delineating the western edge of the
Drift Prairie, the Missouri Escarpment is also the
eastern edge of the Missouri Plateau, an area extending
from the Drift Prairie to the southern and western
borders of North Dakota (Figure 4).

Located west and

south of the Missouri River, the Missouri Plateau is
generally unglaciated with gentle slopes over 50 to 80
percent of the area (Bluemle 1977, p.3).
Being largely unglaciated, this region is very
maturely eroded and has a well established drainage
pattern.

Major rivers and streams flowing east/

northeast to the Missouri River include the Little
Missouri River, Knife River, Cannonball River, and
Yellowstone River.
and buttes.

Topography is largely rolling plains

Buttes are conspicuous isolated hills

capped with some erosion-resistant material such as
sandstone, scoria (reddish masses of baked and fused
clay), or chert.
With precipitation averaging just over 38 centimeters
annually (15 inches) in the form of rain, sleet, and
melted snow, the Missouri Plateau is classified in the
modified Koppen climate typology as a BSk climate
(Middle Latitude Steppe).

A variety of weather

conditions are seen in this region.

Prolonged droughts

in summer months often result in crop loss and

Figure 4.

Physiographic Regions of North Dakota
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increased fire danger.

In winter, high winds, cold

temperatures, and snowfall often combine to produce
blizzard conditions.
Soils predominant in this physiographic region are
mollisols of chestnut and brown color, ranging between
two to four percent organic matter, and entisols,
normally found in areas of greater relief.

This is very

common for sub-humid, semi-arid regions bordering areas
of higher precipitation and often results in short grass
prairie vegetation, primarily Grama grass, threadleaf
sedge, and Sandberg bluegrass.

Gallery forests exist

along major rivers and streams, but extensive forestation
is not found.
Coteau du Missouri- When glacial ice advanced south and
westward through this region some 12,000 years ago, it
was constrained, although not completely, by the
Missouri Escarpment, which rises about 125 meters (410
feet) above the Drift Prairie.

Ice that did advance

beyond the escarpment gouged out and carried with it
considerable soil resulting in a narrow band of hills
(15 to 50 kilometers/10 to 30 miles) being formed on the
eastern edge of the Missouri Plateau (Figure 4).

These

hummocky, irregular plains resulted from the collapse of
glacial sediment and glacial outwash and are
characterized by gentle slopes over 50 to 80 percent of
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the area (Bluemle 1977, p.3).

This hilly zone, called the

Coteau du Missouri by French traders, constitutes the
most rugged topography of glacial origin in North
Dakota, exhibiting local relief of 90 to 150 meters
(300 to 500 feet)

(Bluemle 1977, p.19).

Most glaciated areas have relatively undeveloped
drainage systems and the Coteau du Missouri is
especially lacking in a set drainage pattern.

Countless

lakes and potholes formed when glacial sediments
collapsed.

This process has also left mainly first

order streams in this region which, together with the
Drift Prairie, has the more common sobriquet of "Prairie
Pothole Region."
centimeters

Precipitation, averaging 35 to 45

(14 to 17 inches) per year, collects in

lakes and potholes, infiltrates on more level areas,
and is lost to evaporation or becomes available for
plant use.
meters

It has been estimated that only two centi

(.75 inches) of annual precipitation escapes to

established drainage channels

(Bluemle 1977, p.66).

Climate in this region is usually classified as humid
continental

(Dfa or Dfb) and is a classic example of

continentality, exhibiting cold winters and hot summers.
Climate, groundwater, and topography have had a great
influence on the type of soils existing on the Missouri
Coteau, mainly mollisols and entisols.

Mollisols here

are dark brown, almost black soils with an organic con
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tent of four to 16 percent.

Entisols are somewhat

lighter colored and contain a lower percentage of organic
matter.

Found on the eastern edge of short grass

prairie, these soils support many types of grasses.
Among the more common are Grama, threadleaf sedge,
Sandberg bluegrass, and western wheatgrass
1972, p.78).

(Wills

Many shrubs exist in draws, hollows, and

along the stretches of Missouri River not destroyed by
high lake levels.

Most notable of the shrubs are

chokecherry, Juneberry, plum, hawthorn, buffalo berry,
wild rose, and buckbrush.

Native trees include cotton

wood, ash, elm, oak, cedar, and aspen.

Trees, however,

occupy only a small percentage of the state's land,
estimated at about 422,000 acres or less than one per
cent of the total area of the state (US Bureau of the
Census 1985, p.673).

Culture Groups

The underlying reason why a study of place-names in
this area is essential is the fact that at least three
major Indian groups, Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara, re
sided here, or close by, for at least 150 years prior
to 1889, and in the case of the Mandan, perhaps much
longer (Stewart 1974, p.287).

Indeed, one of the pur-
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poses of this research is to identify and record orig
inal place-names, and what practices and circumstances
brought about their creation.

In addition to the three

bands mentioned above, the Assiniboine, Cheyenne, and
Lakota also roamed the Great Plains area during the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

While the ethno-

geography of these nomadic bands is no less important,
only a limited examination of place-names relating to
them is given; the major focus of this case study is
on the toponyms of the more sedentary, agricultural
bands.
Mandan- The Mandan are probably the oldest sedentary
cultural group to have lived in the study area
continuously to 1889.

Agricultural groups which can be

identified as being ancestral to the Mandan by both na
tive narratives and archaeological evidence were living
here as early as AD 1450 (Bowers 1948, p.211).

Pierre

La Verendrye was the first known non-Indian to visit the
Mandan in 1738 and at that time the Mandan had been
living in the Missouri River region for several decades
(Stewart 1974, p.287).

The number of Mandan villages

has varied greatly since explorers and traders first
started recording that information.

It would appear

that of the 11 or 12 sites listed as being Mandan, no
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more than six to eight were occupied at any one time
(Stewart 1974, pp.289-290).
of Mandan,

(1) Nuitadi,

There were four subgroups

(2) Nuptadi,

(3) Awigaxa, and

(4) Istopa, all of which were culturally different and
spoke different dialects (Stewart 1974, p.289).
Largely sedentary, the Mandan were agriculturists,
raising corn, beans, squash, and tobacco.

Hunting

parties would leave the village to hunt buffalo and
other animals, but entire villages did not follow these
animals as did more nomadic bands, such as the Lakota.
Extremely religious, the Mandan practiced a number of
public and private ceremonies, many of which were to
provide sufficient food for the villagers and to promote
harmony in the universe.
Hidatsa- The Hidatsa were also semi-sedentary
agriculturists residing in earth lodge villages along
the Missouri River.

They were divided into three

subgroups, each culturally dissimilar and having
distinct origin narratives.

For example, Stewart (1974)

points out that the Awatixa believed themselves to be
autochthonous to the Missouri River region, whereas the
Awaxawi believed they had been agriculturists further
east before moving to the Missouri River, and the
Hidatsa-proper believed they were the last of the sub
groups to move to the Missouri River.

At the time of
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the Lewis and Clark expedition, the Hidatsa were living
in three villages near Knife River.

Disease and the

changing course of the Missouri River had forced Hidatsa
relocation from several sites prior to 1804.
Arikara- Last of the three major aboriginal groups to
enter North Dakota, the Arikara place their origin in
the valley of the Loup River in Kansas
1986, p.23).

(Schneider

Found mainly in South Dakota by Lewis and

Clark, the Arikara eventually moved north into North
Dakota after 1806 due to pressure from the Lakota.
Similar to the Mandan and Hidatsa, the Arikara also
lived in earth lodges, raising garden crops and sending
hunting parties out after buffalo and other game.

They

were in a buffer zone between Whites and the nomadic
Lakota to the south and the Mandan and Hidatsa to the
north.
As many as 18 separate villages of Arikara are thought
to have existed.

This figure was later reduced by

smallpox to about six, namely, Awahu, Hokat, Scirihauh,
Hukawirat, Warihka, and Nakarik (Schneider 1986, p.7).
Non-Indian Influences- Up to 1870 only a small number of
Whites had entered the section of Dakota Territory that
would eventually become North Dakota.

Prominent

explorers and adventurers such as Verendrye, Lewis and
Clark, Maximilian, Truteau, MacKay, and D'Eglise were
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among the earliest to have described the region and its
inhabitants.

Fur trading posts soon were established

along the Missouri River by the American Fur Company and
the rival Columbia Fur Company.

Significant among these

posts were Fort Union, established in 1829, and Fort
Clark, built in 1831, both American Fur Company posts.
Fort William was established by the Columbia Fur Company
in 1833.

To transport furs out of and trade goods into

the territory, steamboats with low draft were utilized
to negotiate the twisting channel of the Missouri River.
These large steamboats were also able to carry adventure
seekers to the region in addition to the normal load.
Unfortunate repercussions followed the influx of White
explorers and adventurers.

Smallpox devastated native

Missouri River Valley bands in 1781, 1837 and again in
1856

(Stewart 1974, pp.292, 298, 299).

Gold seekers

eventually forced construction of roads and railroads
causing disruption of traditional aboriginal hunting
patterns.

Because of low population and the need for

increased protection, the remaining Mandan, Hidatsa,
and Arikara removed to Like-a-Fishhook Village in 1845.
This move was not instantaneous but rather protracted
over a number of years.

While at Like-a-Fishhook Vil

lage, the three tribes maintained, for the most part,
their distinctive cultures and languages.

Quarrels
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within the village led to several Mandan and Hidatsa
establishing a second village at Crow-Flies-High in
1870.

With these moves came the abandonment of villages

that had been in existence for generations.

Settled

White population in 1870 was only 2500, but would
increase dramatically after the first railroad entered
Dakota Territory in 1872.

In 1890, one year after North

Dakota had achieved statehood, the white population had
surged to 182,000

(U.S. Bureau of the Census 1975,

p. 32) .
The story of human habitation in the study area up to
1889 when North Dakota entered the Union, is largely
Indian.

For centuries they had been living here, and

had established a lifestyle that was amenable to the
natural environment.

It is unfortunate that modern

research must rely mainly upon White recording of Indian
history, because ethnocentricities often enter into the
writings of authors adversely affected by strange cul
tures and environments.

Chapter five will present the

findings of this case study.

CHAPTER V.

RESULTS

Nothing is turned up in this world until someone turns
it u p .
J.A. Garfield

Introduction

Data collected during the course of this research was
utilized in the following manner.

First, all infor

mation relating to place-name origin and use of sites by
indigenous peoples occupies a major portion of this
chapter because that, in essence, is ethnogeography.
Second, technical data concerning the sites mentioned
within the chapter, such as exact location, present
condition, classification, and additional variant names
is listed by county in Appendix C.

Finally, data

pertinent to the stated hypotheses of this research is
summarized and discussed.

Additional data is given in

tabular form.
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Ethnogeography

Ethnogeography is vital to the heritage of the
particular ethnic group under consideration because it
indelibly identifies them with specific locations and
how they interacted with the environment at that point.
It is the unit of measure for the concept of sequent
occupance, which is tracing the changing significance of
locations through time.
Ethnogeographic sites for this study are listed in the
following order:

(1) village sites,

(2) sites used for

the performance of religious ceremonies,
sacred because of ancestral reasons,

(3) sites

(4) repositories,

(5) sites of undetermined significance, and (6) nonIndian sites.
Village Sites
Villages were and are important culturally because
they are the base or starting point of the tribe,
especially for more sedentary groups like the Mandan and
Hidatsa.

Will and Hecker list 112 separate Mandan,

Hidatsa, and Arikara sites in North Dakota alone that
have been identified archaeologically (Will and Hecker
1944, pp.88-117).

Historic sites and those identified

by Indian tradition and narratives are much fewer in
number, and as would be expected, inhabited during a
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later period.

Great confusion exists when discussing

protohistoric and prehistoric sites.

The physical

evidence is sometimes present, but trying to identify
which tribe(s) occupied these sites is very difficult.
Even when discussing traditional sites, writers often
disagree as to the exact location and who lived there.
The sites that follow are those villages identified in
Indian narratives and historic journals:
YELLOW EARTH VILLAGE (DOUBLE DITCH SITE) was a Mandan
earthlodge village located in Burleigh County.

Its name

originated presumably from the color of the soil there,
but is not directly defined by any of the written
sources.

Adding credence to this presumption is the

fact that the Hidatsa name for the village, Aware:ta
ciiri atis, means Yellow Bank Village (Thiessen et al.
1979, p.151).

Popularly called Double Ditch because of

the two ditches that were dug to protect it, this
village site is a North Dakota historic site.
LOOKING VILLAGE, located in Burleigh County, was named
for the Mandan chief, Chief Looking, and is also
referred to as the Ward Site.
MENOKEN INDIAN VILLAGE, located in Burleigh County,
is believed to be the place where Pierre de la Verendrye
first met the Mandan in 1738 although there is some dis
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agreement on this assertion.

Menoken is thought to mean

"thou shall reap where thou hast sown"

(Williams 1966,

p.53) .
ROUND LODGES MANDAN VILLAGE, located in Burleigh
County was thought to have been occupied by the Nuitadi
subtribe of the Mandan (Stewart 1974, p.289).

Probably

owing to lodge arrangement, this village is also known
as Half Moon Mandan Village.
INDEPENDENCE VILLAGE, located in Dunn County, was
established in 1885 by Wolf Chief and several Mandan and
Hidatsa.

Called Lone Hill by the Indians, this village

continued until 1953 when it was inundated by Lake
Sakakawea (Meyer 1977, p.202).
P E :RICKA MArKUHTA RE:S ITAtWATI

(CROW-FLIES-HIGH

VILLAGE), located in McKenzie County near the confluence
of the Yellowstone and Missouri Rivers was one of the
last Hidatsa earthlodge villages in existence.

Mandan

and Hidatsa groups had moved to Like-a-Fishhook Village
in 1845, but guarrels among various individuals and the
refusal of some to accept reservation life led to a
second move of several families to Crow-Flies-High
Village in 1870 under the leadership of Crow-Flies-High.
This village was frequently referred to by Hidatsa and
Lakota alike as Xockati
[1912], v.17, p.134).

(Bad Land Village)(Wilson 1984
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MUA IRUCKAUPhE HISA ATIS (LIKE-A-FISHHOOK VILLAGE),
located in McLean County and referred to above, was a
major village of Hidatsa, Mandan, and Arikara after
their move there in 1845.
existence until 1886.

The village remained in

About two miles from the village,

near Fort Stevenson, is where Hidatsa obtained clay for
pottery.

Called Awa-tsata tawuhi (Earth-sticks-smal1),

this clay was generally considered the best available
for making pottery (Wilson 1984

[1911], v.9, p.272).

RUPTARE VILLAGE, located in McLean County, was a
Mandan village of about 170 warriors when Lewis and
Clark stopped there in 1804 (Moulton 1986, v.l, map.29).
The location of Ruptare (now known as Black Cat Site) is
not known precisely.
SHELL CREEK VILLAGE, located in McLean County, was
settled by Hidatsa under the leadership of Crow-FliesHigh, and was named for the small creek meandering
through the village which has many shells on its bed
(Williams 1966, p.182).
HIRAiCA ATIS (HIDATSA), located in Mercer County along
the Knife River, was populated by about 450 warriors
when Lewis and Clark stopped in 1804 (Moulton 1986, v.l,
map.29).

The meaning of the term HIDATSA is obscure,

but its most probable derivation is from "Red Willow
People", referring to the area first occupied by this
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tribe upon arriving at the Missouri River (Wilson 1984
[1908], v.7, p.121).

Prince Maximilian noted the name

of this village in his journal as Elah-Sa (Village of
the Great Willows) when he arrived there in 1833
(Thwaites 1906, v.XXII, p.357).
UrCICA ASI WATUS ATIS (HORNED WEASEL'S VILLAGE),
located in Mercer County is occasionally called Rock
Village

(Thiessen et al. 1979, p.160).

AWAXAAWI, located in Mercer County where the town of
Stanton now stands, was one of the three main Hidatsa
villages on Knife River.

Populated by the Awaxawi, a

subgroup of Hidatsa, the name means "many peaked earth"
or ground that is cut up by hills, making it difficult
for enemies of the Awaxawi to travel through (Wilson
1984 [1908], v.7, p.119).

The Mandan name for this vil

lage, Manaxa, means "spread out place."

This site is

commonly referred to as the Amahami Site, meaning "manypeaked-hill " in Hidatsa (Wilson 1984 [1910], v.9, p.76).
MITUTANKA (MITTUTTAHANGKUSH), located in Mercer County
about four miles below the mouth of Knife River, was a
Mandan village of about 150 warriors when Lewis and
Clark stopped in 1804

(Moulton 1987, v.3, p.201).

This

village was called Awa ihpu awatis (Hilltop Village) in
Hidatsa

(Thiessen et al. 1979, p.159).

AWATIXA (SCATTERED VILLAGE), located in Mercer County,
was the middle of three major Hidatsa villages along
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Knife River.

The Mandan name for this village,

Min'tixata, means "village spread out" and was rendered
Metaharta by Lewis and Clark (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.206).
The Hidatsa name, listed variously as Awatixa and
Awatiha, means "few, not many; giving a spread out
appearance of earth lodges" as told to Gilbert Wilson by
the Hidatsa, Wolf Chief (Wilson 1984 [1908], v.7, p.117).
Non-Indians refer to the village as the Sakakawea Site
because this was where she was living when Lewis and
Clark arrived in 1804.
STAR VILLAGE, located in Mercer County at the mouth of
Pretty Creek, was occupied only a short while (1861-1862)
before the Arikara living there removed to Like-aFishhook Village in 1862 (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.161).
YELLOW KNIFE VILLAGE, located in Mercer County near
the mouth of Pretty Creek, was an Arikara village.

It

was called Me?ci ciiris in Hidatsa (Thiessen et al. 1979,
161) .
BOLEY SITE, located in Morton County about halfway
between present Mandan and Square Butte Creek, was a
Mandan Village occupied during the latter part of the
eighteenth century (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.192).
EAGLE'S NOSE VILLAGE, located in Morton County, is
believed to be (along with Huff Indian Village) one of
the first villages built on the Missouri River by Good
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Furred Robe and three other chiefs after they led the
Mandan to existence above ground (Works Progress
Administration 1950, p.278).

According to this origin

narrative, the Mandan had worked their way up the
Missouri and Mississippi Rivers, having begun near the
Gulf of Mexico (Bowers 1950, p.156).
HUFF INDIAN VILLAGE, located in Morton County a few
miles below Little Heart River, is believed to be (along
with Eagle's Nose Village) one of the first villages
built by Good Furred Robe after he and three other
chiefs led the Mandan to existence above ground (Works
Progress Administration 1950, p.278)(See Above).
ON-A-SLANT VILLAGE, located in Morton County about one
mile below the mouth of Heart River, was an abandoned
Mandan village in 1804 when Lewis and Clark arrived
there (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.186).

The village was

called Awati aku ahus by Hidatsa (Thiessen et al. 1979,
p .151) .
BAGNELL SITE, located in Oliver County, was either a
Mandan or Hidatsa village, but was identified by Clark
as Arikara

(Moulton 1987, v.3, p.198).

GREENSHIELD, located in Oliver County, was a Mandan
village later occupied by Arikara (Moulton 1987, v.3,
p.198) .
MOLANDER SITE, located in Oliver County, was occupied
by Awaxawi, a subgroup of the Hidatsa, around 1760
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before moving to the mouth of the Knife River in the
1780s (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.194).

Winter Village Sites
Winter villages were occupied only temporarily and had
dwellings resembling the conical tipi of the Lakota, and
also smaller versions of the earthlodge.

Where summer

villages usually sat high above the river free from
flooding and providing an ideal vantage point for look
outs, winter villages were located in the heavily
timbered bottoms along the Missouri River.

This

not only placed the people close to a plentiful supply
of fuel, but also afforded great protection from the
extreme cold and howling winds encountered higher up the
bluffs.

Winter villages were built in a number of

different places and were not always occupied in
succeeding years.

The following winter villages were

Hidatsa, but locations are not known precisely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Independence Winter Village
Shell Creek Winter Village
Steep Bank Creek Village
Buhaapasuka-widash (Opposite Rock Village)
Elbow Woods Winter Village
Prairie Dog Town Village
Round Water Timber Village
Round Circle Place Village
Hunting Road Through Timber Village
Big Timber Village
Narrow Timber Village
Smell-bad Lodge Village
Bent-enemy-killed Village
Like-home Timber Village
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15. Buckbrush Pit Timber Village
16. Awa-da-ha-hi-hi-sas (Hil1-like-a-buffalo'ssuperior-processes-on-the-vertebrae-of-his-neck
Village)
17. Bone-pile Place
18. Sharp Cedar Village
19. I-hicti-aa-du-ta-hes (Big-forehead-got-killed
Place)
20. Yellowstone Mouth Place
(Wilson 1984 [1912], pp.21, 160-169).

Ceremonial and Ancestral Sites
Religion was of paramount importance to indigenous
peoples of this region with almost every facet of daily
life being controlled by the performance of ceremonial
rites which were intended to guarantee good luck or
success to the celebrant upon correct completion of the
rite.

Permission to perform the rites and to possess

the necessary sacred objects

(known as the bundle), in

many cases had to be purchased or handed down from
generation to generation.

Failure to abide by

permission procedures was often given as a reason for
failure of the rite to ensure success.

Many ceremonies

could be performed wherever the individual happened to
be at the time, especially private prayers, vision
quests, and offerings to appease the spirits, however,
certain ceremonies were more site specific, requiring
the performance of the rite at a specified point or
simply being a traditional gathering point for a
particular ceremony.

The following ceremonies are but
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five of the many performed by tribes in this region.
While most ceremonies were performed in the village,
containing few, if any, outside references, these five
are listed because of the locational significance
attached to them:
OKIPA CEREMONY - The Okipa ceremony was the most
important in Mandan religion and was probably one of the
most complex and amazing Indian ceremonies ever
performed.

Performed between June and August each year

for general tribal welfare and to insure the continued
fertility of the buffalo, the Okipa required four days
of fasting, dancing, singing, offerings, and torture
(Bowers 1950, p.lll).
EARTHNAMING CEREMONY - This ceremony of the Hidatsa
was founded on the belief that a number of spirits
lived in the buttes surrounding Hidatsa villages.

They

helped the Hidatsa define their territorial boundaries
when first practiced and later on were used in tribal
land claims.

Each butte (listed later in the text) had

a sacred ritual to be performed, either in the village
or at the site (Bowers 1965, pp.433-435).
OLD-WOMAN-WHO-NEVER-DIES CEREMONY - This ceremony was
performed by both Mandan and Hidatsa.

It was performed

between March and October to insure rain and good
growing conditions for all garden crops, but it was also
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performed throughout the year for success in warfare
and to assist those individuals who worked cures

(Bowers

1950 , p.108) .
EAGLE TRAPPING CEREMONIES - Performed by Mandan,
Arikara, and Hidatsa, eagle trapping ceremonies were
used not only to facilitate the capture of eagles, but
also when trapping fish, corralling buffalo, and to
insure success in hunting and/or warfare

(Bowers 1950,

p.108)
WOLF CEREMONIES - Wolf ceremonies, performed mainly to
elicit cures and/or ensure success on the warpath, re
quired paints and soils from particular places to
guarantee success (Bowers 1950).
Those sites that were used, either occasionally,
or on a more regular basis, as the stage for Indian
ceremonies in this region, are listed below:
MATA (Mandan), AMATI

(Hidatsa), or MINISOSE WAKPA

(Lakota), the MISSOURI RIVER, located in west-central
North Dakota, borders all but three of the counties in
the study area.

Rising at Three Forks in southwestern

Montana, the Missouri River is the major waterway of the
Great Plains.

Although not generally referred to in

native narratives as being as sacred as were other
rivers and locations, it can be inferred that the
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Missouri probably exceeded all other locations in
importance.

It was the primary source for drinking

water because most spring water, when available, was
usually quite alkaline and creek water was either too
warm or completely unavailable
v.ll, p.251).

(Wilson 1984 [1912],

Growing along the bottoms of the river,

both timbered and open, was a multitude of plants that
were used for food, medicinal, and ceremonial purposes.
One of many plants widely used in medicine, sacred
rites, and as a perfume, was Matsuatsa

(sweet grass),

which grew on the flood plain of the Missouri.

Prairie

Turnip, Peppermint, Ground Bean, and Chokecherry are
just a few of many fruits, vegetables, and grasses
which grew in abundance along the Missouri River (Wilson
1984

[1916], v.20, p.184).

While damming of the river

has severely reduced total plant populations because of
inundation and loss of flood-plain, short stretches
still exist that support native plants.
This river is also called Wakpa Hehanka

(Elk River) by

Lakota because of a legend that a large herd of elk were
trapped on floating ice, which eventually deposited
them on quicksand, where they later perished.

The

Mandan name Mata means "division between two parts of
land" and the Hidatsa term Amati means "navigable water
filled with earth"
p.276) .

(Works Progress Administration 1950,
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The Lakota name Minisose Wakpa means "mixed up water"
(Louis Garcia, personal communication, August 1987) .
CANOWAPI

(WOODS THEY MARK), located in Burleigh County,

is an area of timber with an obscure background. Two
possible explanations exist as to origin of the name
Painted Woods.

The first is a legend that a Mandan girl

upon falling in love with a Yanktonai warrior planned to
leave with him.

This was unacceptable, however, and

they both were killed, starting a war.

Yanktonai braves

would symbolize their war victories by placing markings
on the trees and, in ritual retaliation, Mandan warriors
would paint those trees surrounding the tree painted by
the Yanktonai
p.211).

(Works Progress Administration 1950,

Another version is that timber is painted here

simply as a boundary marker between lands normally occu
pied by the Dakota and those occupied by Mandan.
case, the correct term is Cansayapi

In this

(Wood red they mark)

(Louis Garcia, personal communication, August 1987).
TAHCAOKUTE (SHOOT AT DEER) or KILLDEER MOUNTAINS,
located in Dunn County, are actually high hills
extending northeast to southwest north of Dickinson.
The mountains are called "singing mountains" or Ba-hish
by Hidatsa from the Earthnaming Ceremony.

They believed

that spirits residing in the buttes there, under the
direction of a large owl, had instructed their ancestors
in the correct use of plants found at several locations
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in the Killdeer Mountains and at other sites in the
region and also what to call each site.
Sites mentioned in narratives are •
1 .

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Killdeer Mountains
Ghost Singing Butte
Crow Butte
Singing Butte
Heart Singing Butte
Little Heart Singing Butte

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Fox Singing Butte
Rosebud Butte
White Butte
Opposite Butte
Buffalo Home Buttes

Others were once known but are not now remembered by the
Hidatsa

(Bowers 1965, p.433).

Just east of the Killdeer range is an area often
called "land of the beginning" by Hidatsa because they
believed this to be where horses were first used by
their people

(Beckwith 1937, p.239).

GHOST SINGING BUTTE, listed above, was named in honor
of the spirits of Hawk and Swallow who are said to
reside there.

Hawk and Swallow informed a young Hidatsa

that they would bring horses to replace the dogs and
would instruct the people how to use them.

When the

horses were brought to them, the people called them
"icuwasuka"

(red-haired dog).

Pleased that the horses

enabled them to obtain more buffalo, the people said:
We are at the end of the world, for it is
like finding a new world to find these horses which
will be so useful to our people (Bowers 1965, p.435).
It was also from Ba-hish that Old Cedar Man, a
supernatural, originated.

Old Cedar Man wished to be

born into the Hidatsa tribe, marry a fine woman, and
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become a qreat chief.

He was born into the tribe, but

could not contain his love of gambling and lost all of
his personal belongings, dying destitute.

He requested

to return to the tribe, hoping to make amends, and his
request was granted.

The second time he lived a more

productive life and eventually became a chief.

When Old

Cedar Man died a second time, his spirit returned to Bahish, where he remains

(Wilson 1984 [1910], pp.255-263).

Medicine Hole, in the Killdeer range, is where the
Mandan and Hidatsa believe the first buffalo came up
onto Earth (Works Progress Administration 1950, p.305),
and feather offerings from the speckled eagle were made
to increase the buffalo herds

(Bowers 1965, p.436).

NAAKAKA ARUWIRIHKITA ARURE:S (WHERE TURTLE WENT BACK),
located in Emmons County, is associated with Lone Man, a
Mandan supernatural.

When Lone Man was looking for

drums for the Okipa ceremony, he determined they should
be in the shape of turtles and made from buffalo hide.
Lone Man used four turtles in the ceremony offering
feather decorations to each in turn, but one turtle, not
satisfied with the feathers presented, returned to the
water not to be seen again (Bowers 1950, p.161).
MEDICINE HILL, located in Grant County, is at Medicine
Rock State Historic Site, and is revered by both Mandan
and Hidatsa as an oracle, saying that it informs them of
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coming events.

William Clark, in his journal entry of

21 February 1805 stated:
They haveing arrived at the Stone give it smoke
and proceed to the wood at Some distance to Sleep
the next morning return to the Stone, and find marks
white and raised on the Stone representing the piece
or war which they are to meet with, and other
changes, which they are to meet (Moulton 1987, v.3,
p. 299) .
Prince Maximilian, writing in 1833, concurs with Clark
and offers an expanded description of activities at
Medicine Hill:
This stone is between two and three day's
journey from the villages on Cannon-ball river
and about 100 paces from its banks.... The Indians
use this stone as an oracle, and make offerings of
value to it, such as kettles, blankets, cloth, guns,
knives, hatchets, medicine pipes, etc, which are
found deposited close to it. The war parties of
both nations (Mandan and Hidatsa), when they take
the field, generally go to this place, and consult
the oracle as to the issue of their enterprise.
Lamenting and howling, they approach the hill, smoke
their medicine pipes, and pass the night near the
spot. On the following morning they copy the
figures on the stone upon a piece of parchment or
skin, which they take to the village, where the old
men give the interpretations (Thwaites 1906,
v.XXIII, p.339).
Eagle trapping ceremonies had very high status and
were accorded major bundle status.

According to Mandan

and Hidatsa tradition, bears, both brown and black, had
trapped eagles at seven known locations.

Brown bears

had eagle trapping camps on the south side of the
Missouri and black bears had camps on the north side.
In the narrative, Black Wolf, a Mandan, was saved from
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starvation by the bears who also taught him the rites
and procedures necessary for the successful trapping of
eagles.

The camps shown to Black Wolf by the bears

were as follows:
Brown Bear Camps
1.
2.
3.

Thunder Butte
Knife River (near Golden Valley in Mercer County)
Heart River Ravine (near New Salem in Morton
County)

Black Bear Camps
1.
2.
3.
4.

One Cottonwood Camp (located at the mouth of the
Yellowstone River in McKenzie County)
First Trapping Camp (located on a high ridge
south of Sanish in Mountrail County)
Buckbrush Trapping Camp (located south of Shell
Creek in McLean County)
High Butte Trapping Camp (located southeast of
Like-a-Fishhook Village in Mercer County)
(Bowers 1950, p.214).

THUNDERBIRD CREEK, located in McKenzie County, takes
its name from the Hidatsa narrative of Packs Antelope.
After Packs Antelope, a hunter, had saved the young
thunderbirds from being devoured by a huge serpent, he
was transformed into a thunderbird and given special
powers.

His people wished that he would return home and

sent an old man to bring him back.

The old man

submerged himself in a creek (Thunderbird Creek)
entirely except for his hair.
and landed on it.

Packs Antelope saw this

The old man then pulled Packs

Antelope under the water and instructed him to return to
his people (Beckwith 1937, p.94).
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MI?CI:RI A:SI, the YELLOWSTONE RIVER, located in
McKenzie County is the major tributary of the Missouri
River.

It received its name from the yellow rocks in

the river's upper canyon in present Yellowstone National
Park (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.270).

This river is called

Hehaka Wakpa (Elk River) by the Lakota (Louis Garcia,
personal communication, August 1987), and by a word that
signifies "Elk" by the Crow (Thwaites 1906, v.XXII,
p.375) .

It is not known which group applied this name

first or whether one group applied the name given to the
river by the other tribe.

In any case, Indians generally

referred to this river as the Elk River.
CHARRED BODY CREEK, which enters the Missouri River in
McLean County, is a significant location in Hidatsa
culture.

It was near this creek that the Hidatsa

supernatural, Charred Body, in the form of an arrow,
landed and the narrative of the Sacred Arrow begins.
Charred Body lived in a large village in the sky, but
wished to fall to Earth and establish new villages.
took the form of an arrow and fell to Earth, sticking
in the ground.

Charred Body built 13 lodges here, of

which eight are still present in clan names of the
Hidatsa:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Maxoxati
Metsiroku
Apukawiku
Awaxenawita

5.
6.
7.
8.

Miripati
Xura
Itisuku
Tsistakadoxpaka

He
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An evil spirit in the creek where Charred Body landed
was afraid of him, so he started a fire which burned the
body or shaft of the arrow in several places, hence the
name (Beckwith 1937, p.23).

The burning of arrows

continued to be important as most arrows were ornamented
on the shaft by burning spots and rings on it with a
red-hot instrument; this procedure is called ADAPUZISH
(Wilson 1984 [1908], v.7, p.46).
DOG DEN BUTTE, located in McLean County, received its
name from an Hidatsa narrative.

An Hidatsa woman had a

dog husband and had nine male pups

(Children).

The dog

husband took the pups away to a butte where the woman
followed after noticing that the pups were missing.
When she returned to the village without the pups, she
said she had returned from Dog Den (Beckwith 1937,
p.143).

Williams indicates that the name is Dog Den

because of the wolf dens located there (Williams 1966,
p.171) .
Dog Den Butte is important to the Mandan because they
believed that Hoita (the speckled eagle) imprisoned all
living things there.

Lone Man established the custom of

maintaining a special ceremonial lodge in each village
to symbolize Dog Den Butte.

The animal rites of the

Okipa ceremony are a dramatization of the freeing of all
animals being held at Dog Den.

Individuals chosen to

represent Lone Man and First Creator led the Okipa
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(Bowers 1950, pp.113-117).

Hidatsa tradition concerning

Dog Den is quite similar except they believe Grandson
(grandson of Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies)

to be the one

imprisoning all creatures at Dog Den rather than Hoita.
Dog Den Butte is very important because of the
locational significance lent to it in the Okipa
Ceremony.
Dog Den Butte was also important in another Mandan
ceremony, the Buffalo Calling Rites, because the major
figure in the ceremony, Buffalo Woman, is said to have
lived there (Bowers 1950, p.283).
L 1OURS QUI DANSE (a French name), located in McLean
County, is an area of singular hills, flattened on top
where Hidatsa would celebrate the Bear Dance, a medicine
feast, to obtain success in the chase (Thwaites 1906,
v.XXII, p.366).
NIGHT WALKERS BUTTE, located in McLean County, is
indicated in an Arikara narrative which relates the
practice of digging reservoirs for water in case the
village fell under extended seige.

The narrative was

told by Levi Waters, an Arikara:
According to the legends of the Arikara there
was a man who was somewhat of a hero among his own
people, the Hidatsa, but due to some unfortunate
accident, he had killed a member of the tribe and
was sentenced to exile. Rather than suffer this
exile he took his family and relatives to live with
him on top of a high butte on the north side of the
Missouri, just south of the present Whiteshield
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school. He built several earth lodges at the top
of the butte and palisaded the perimeter.
Inside he
dug a water reservoir so they would have water if
they were ever attacked for any length of time,
some time later they all went down to the Arikara
village rather than suffer death at the hands of
their own tribesmen, but as was the custom of the
Arikara, they were not killed, but were welcomed.
The people then began to live with the Arikara and
were soon accepted as one of them. They even went
to war against their own people and on one occasion
the man was severely wounded and was carried back
to the lodges of the Arikara who worked over him
trying to save his life, but when all seemed lost,
he said "The next food I eat will be from my father
above and shall save my life". At that instant a
meadow lark flew in the smoke hole and was killed
and served to him to eat. The man recovered and was
very grateful and told the people he was going to
give them a song and ritual that was given to him by
his father (Shure 1969, p.64).
The practice of digging water reservoirs was also
attributed to the Hidatsa and is mentioned in the oral
history of the Midipadi Butte site (Kuehn et al. 1982,
p.14) .
MAKA DI STATI

(HOUSE OF TEE INFANTS), two "baby Hills"

are known, one at the mouth of Knife River in Mercer
County, and one near Heart River in Morton County.
Mandan and Hidatsa believed these hills to have an
interior similar to an earthlodge where an old man cared
for all babies who died before they were named.

If a

woman had long been childless, she would go to the hill
and pray that she might receive one (Bowers 1950, p.60).
Certain informants said they could remember their
existence in Maka di stati before they were born;
Sitting Elk (Hidatsa) and Standing Bear

(Mandan) are
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examples of individuals who not only remembered being in
the hill, but also remembered seeing each other there
(Bowers 1965, 127).

Some adults also believed that they

would return to the hill after death to be reincarnated
(Bowers 1950, p.60).

In view of these beliefs and actual

statements, one can better appreciate the term "Mother
Earth" as used by these Indians and it is easy to
understand the deep feelings they have for Earth when
viewed in this context.
MA E TSI AZIS, the KNIFE RIVER, located in Mercer
County, was the site of major Hidatsa settlements and
one of the most important sources of knife flint, which
is the reason for the name as indicated in the following
passage by Wolf Chief, an Hidatsa:
The name comes from the fact that we formerly
had flint pits on this river, on both sides of the
stream all the way up to a mountain that stands far
back in the hills. These flint pits were found only
along this river in this region. There is a certain
hill called Digging Flint Hill near Spring Creek
(Wilson 1984 [1912], v.13, p.242).
Later explanations are in accordance with this reference,
indicating that the Knife River Valley was indeed one of
the most important sources of flint used by several
Indian tribes to make knives, arrow points and other
implements

(Williams 1966, p.99).

The Awatixa subgroup of the Hidatsa tended to call
this river Walking-in-water Creek because their enemies
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in the origin narrative of the Waterbuster Clan Bundle
(the Siwaxuwa) were driven out of the village and across
the waters of the river

(Bowers 1965, p.470).

LODGE SITE OF OLD-WOMAN-WHO-NEVER-DIES, located in
Mercer County, was very sacred to Mandan and Hidatsa.
Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies was a culture hero who
maintained her gardens on an island in the Missouri
River.

Both tribes held Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies

ceremonies for rain and to insure good growing
conditions for garden crops.

Ceremonies were also held

for doctoring and luck in warfare
and Bowers 1950, 197).

(Beckwith 1937, p.117

The rites and bundles connected

with Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies are some of the earliest
practiced in the region (Bowers 1965, p.339).

This site

should not be discussed without mentioning AMATIPADUIS
(SHORT RIVER), also located in Mercer County.

Mentioned

in the narrative of Old Woman's grandson, the site was
named because of the short length of the river, which is
actually a backwater lake.

Indians regarded the stream

as sacred because Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies would bathe
in the stream, and each time she submerged she came up a
little younger, and after emerging four times, she would
again be a young woman.

Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies was

very sacred, being regarded as the goddess of all
vegetation by causing it to renew itself every spring as
she herself was renewed by bathing in the waters of
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Amatipaduis.

To Mandan and Hidatsa, who practiced

agriculture to a greater degree than did more nomadic
Plains Indian tribes, the ceremonies conducted to ensure
the success of their crops were not only important, but
essential and the Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies was the major
figure in these rituals.
RED BUTTE, located in Mercer County, is named because
of the heavy deposits of scoria on its surface, and is
said to have been the site of a struggle between the
supernatural "grandmother's boy" and a group of
rattlesnakes in the narrative of Old-Woman-Who-NeverDies

(Woolworth 1956, p.80).

CAKA:KA APA HISA ATIS

(EAGLE NOSE BUTTE), located in

Burleigh County, was a very important site in Mandan
culture.

They believe it was first formed, along with

Heart Butte, by Lone Man and First Creator with mud left
over from creation (Beckwith 1937, p.9).

It served as a

haven for Spring Buffalo (a hunter who had been turned
into a buffalo), who swam there to survive flood waters.
He was the only one of four buffalo to survive and was
saved by Magpie (Beckwith 1937, p.19).

The Mandan

themselves were saved from the flood by building a large
corral on Eagle Nose Butte (Bowers 1950, p.162).
NATKE-PASSAHA (Mandan), N A :TA AZI

(Hidatsa), CISCITA

(Arikara), the HEART RIVER, located in Morton County,
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appears in all Mandan and Hidatsa narratives as being
the most sacred place to them as a people because this
is where First Creator and Lone Man created everything
on Earth.

In the origin narrative related by Wolf

Chief, an Hidatsa, when Lone Man and First Creator first
divided up the Earth, First Creator formed the west side
and Lone Man formed the east side.

As they worked they

eventually came together, and decided that place would
be the center of the Earth.

The small space left

between them they called "Heart of the World" or Heart
River.

With the dirt First Creator had left over, they

formed HEART BUTTE and placed it near the Heart River
(Bowers 1950, p.362).
In addition to considering Heart River their
traditional homeland, Mandan believed that after their
death, their spirits would return to Heart River and
each person would have a spirit house over their body.
Several ceremonies included Heart River in some
capacity, for instance, the Buffalo People of the Okipa
ceremony were created on the Earth near Heart River and
in the Small Hawk Ceremony, the Earth was considered a
huge earth lodge with the mouth of Heart River as a
fireplace (Bowers 1950, pp.117 and 280).

Mandan also

made use of game pits along Heart River.

These pits, in

use until approximately 1870, often captured buffalo,
deer, elk, and wolves.

Usually, older men maintained
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the pits and were entitled to all the animals caught
therein (Bowers 1950, p.96).
HOLY HILL OF THE MANDANS, located in Sioux County, is
believed to be the site where the first man and first
woman stepped out upon the Earth after the great flood,
as indicated in Mandan narratives, subsided (Works
Progress Administration 1950, p.297).
A:SI XI?E:

(SQUARE BUTTE CREEK), located in Morton

County, is named after Square Buttes.

Mandan

established game pits along Square Butte Creek, where
buffalo, deer, elk, and wolves were often captured.
These pits, identical to those used at Heart River, were
used until approximately 1870 and the small depressions
can still be seen occasionally today.
MOUNT NEBO, located in Oliver County, was one of four
locations in Mandan and Hidatsa narratives held sacred
because of turtle effigies.

The other locations are not

named, but were located west of Price, North Dakota,
northwest of Golden Valley, and on the north bank of the
Missouri near Williston.

Shrines at these locations

were used for the following reasons:
rites before hunting,
asking for good luck.

(1) performance of

(2) praying for rain, and (3)
Crows Heart explains some of the

uses for turtle effigies in the following narrative:
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The next night we camped by a circle of stones
in the form of a turtle. The gods had arranged
these stones, the older men said, for none living
had ever seen one of these effigies made....
The
turtle's head was pointed to the river because the
turtles stay in the water so the gods have arranged
all the turtle outlines in that direction....
Anyone could make offerings of knives, pieces of
hides, or dry meat and other things to eat when
asking for rain or other good luck such as living to
be old.
If they had children, they would ask the
gods that go with the turtle to send good luck
(Bowers 1965, p.370).
RED GRASS BUTTE, located in Oliver County, was a
source of white clay, red ochre, and red grass
used in a number of different Hidatsa ceremonies.

The

white clay was used in the Wolf Ceremony by daubing the
body with it.

This ceremony was performed to ensure

success while on the warpath, either in killing the
enemy or in securing horses.
used in this ceremony.

No other clay was ever

This white clay was also used

to cure dysentery and colic.

According to tradition,

the clay came down from the sky to this place.

Red

grass from this butte is also used in the Wolf ceremony
(Beckwith 1937, pp.247-250).
A :SIHTIA (BIG RIVER), the CANNONBALL RIVER forms the
boundary between Sioux and Morton Counties.

It has been

suggested by Abel that the Cannonball River was named in
honor of Louis Labeaume, which would indicate an
etymological shift from Lebeaume to LaBombe to
Cannonball

(Abel 1916, p.338).

Other sources do not

corroborate this explanation, indicating the river takes
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its name from the large, round stones left as a result
of moisture acting on the Fox Hill sandstone (Moulton
1987, v .3, p.183) .

The Lakota name, INYANWAKAGAPI

(stones that the spirits made), suggest a more powerful
force was involved in naming the river.
INYAN WOSLATA WAKPAMNI

(UPRIGHT STONE DISTRIBUTION),

located in Sioux County, is the Standing Rock
Reservation established in 1874.

Named for a rock which

originally was an Arikara shrine, the reservation
occupies all of Sioux County, North Dakota
County, South Dakota.

and Corson

In Arikara villages, a sacred

stone stood in front of the ceremonial lodge and
represented Chief Above or the Creator (Howard 1972,
p.300).

The Lakota revere this particular stone, located

at Fort Yates, North Dakota, as being the figure of a
Lakota woman and her child who were left at camp after
being transformed into stone (Works Progress
Administration 1950, p.289).
MEDICINE LODGE SPRING, located in Williams County, was
long known to Indian tribes in this area as having
mineral waters beneficial to health.

They would come

long distances to camp by the water and Medicine Lodge
Hill, about one mile north.

Also, from this hill signal

fires could be seen in all directions
Administration 1950, p.252).

(Works Progress
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TURNS-HIMSELF-INTO-A-BEAVER, located in Williams
County, is the country surrounding White-Earth Creek and
was named after an enemy was killed close to the stream.
Upon passing through the region a second time the
warriors killed a beaver and on one of its claws was a
ring.

So it was assumed the slain enemy had turned

into a beaver

(Beckwith 1937, p.307).

Repositories
Listed below are sites which were known repositories
of water, foodstuffs, paints, and flint largely
unavailable to tribes at other locations:
RED-OCHRE-MINE-CREEK, located in Dunn County, and
called Jim Creek by non-Indians, is listed in narratives
but the name is not defined.

A good assumption would be

that it was a collection point for red paint.
CITUXSAHAANU (PLACE OF MANY BEAVER), located in Emmons
County, was used by Arikara and others for beaver
trapping (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.177).

The Lakota name is

CAPA WAKPA ClKANA (BEAVER RIVER SMALL)(Louis Garcia,
personal communication, August 1987) .
MAE TSI AZIS, the Knife River, located in Mercer
County (See Ceremonial and Ancestral sites).
A:SI XI?E, Square Butte Creek, located in Morton
County (See Ceremonial and Ancestral sites).
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HOME-OF-BUFFALO HILL, location not determined.

Mandan

travelled here to collect blue clay for face paints
(Bowers 1950, p.172).
U KATA KA ZIS (Hidatsa), MAKA SAN WAKPA (Lakota), the
WHITE EARTH RIVER, located in Mountrail County, was
named because of fine, white pipe clay found in great
quantity about half way up the river (Denig 1961, p.64).
RED GRASS BUTTE, located in Oliver County, a source of
white clay, red ochre, and red grass

(See Ceremonial and

Ancestral sites).
MEDICINE LODGE SPRING, located in Williams County, a
source of mineral water (See Ceremonial and Ancestral
sites).
SKUNK CREEK, or BEAR CREEK, located in Dunn County,
southwest of this creek Hidatsa would collect a plant
which they called Opi iasa kati or true tobacco mixture
(Wilson 1984 [1910], v.9, p.349).
Mata (Mandan), Amati

(Hidatsa), or Minisose Wakpa

(Lakota), the Missouri River, a major source of water,
fruits, vegetables, and grasses

(See Ceremonial and

Ancestral sites).

Sites of Undetermined Significance
The following sites were named by Indians but their
significance to Indian culture is undetermined:
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TASPAN WAKPADA (Apple Creek), located in Burleigh
County, received its name from the thorn apple thickets
bordering its banks (Williams 1966, p.47).

The Hidatsa

name, however, HAHSI:RA A:SI, means Black Bear Creek
(Thiessen et al. 1979, p.151).
AMATI KAZA (Hidatsa) , or WAKPA PTECENA (Lakota) , the
Little Missouri River is named after the Missouri River.
TWO-POINTED HILL, located in Dunn County, is named
from the depression between two connected buttes forming
a saddle or two pointed hill

(Beckwith 1937, p.305).

CIWAHTS (Arikara), or BADGER CREEK, is located in
Emmons County (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.182).
WAHARIKA (Arikara), or CAPA WAKPA (Lakota), is Beaver
Creek, located in Emmons County.
"where elk shed their horns"

The Arikara name means

(Moulton 1987, p.176).

CARRYING-ICE-ON-THEIR-BACK HILL, located in McLean
County, was named because ice could be carried here from
Big Spring (Douglas Creek)

in the winter

(Beckwith 1937,

p.306) .
PAINTED WOODS LAKE, located in McLean County, is an
oxbow lake created about 1797 when the Missouri River
cut across a narrow point (Moulton 1987, v.3, p.194).
MIDI 0 DAMU AZIS, or Rising Water Creek, enters the
Missouri River in McLean County.
Lucky Mound Creek.

It is also known as
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MAPOKSHAATIAZI

(SNAKE HOUSE RIVER), or Snake Creek,

enters the Missouri River in McLean County and is named
because of an abundance of snakes in the area (Thwaites
1906, v.XXII, p.365).
MAPOUKSA APA HISAS (LIKE-A-SNAKENOSE BLUFF), located
in Mercer County at the confluence of Knife River and
Spring Creek (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.152).
TACANTA CIKANA WAKPA, or Little Heart River, enters
the Missouri River in Morton County opposite Apple Creek.
PICTURED ROCK CREEK, enters the Missouri River in
Morton County (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.155).
MAE TSI AZIS, the Little Knife River, enters the
Missouri River in Mountrail County.
MITE:A :HTUS, or Buffalo Head Hill, is located in
Oliver County (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.152).
AWAHACKIS

(HIGH HILLS), or Square Buttes, are flat-top

buttes located in Oliver County (Thiessen et al. 1979,
p.152) .
OKICIZE WAKPANA (Lakota), SAPAT (Arikara), BATTLE
CREEK, enters the Missouri River in Sioux County.
WOOD DIVIDING CREEK, enters the Missouri River in
Sioux County (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.153).
SAIYA WAKPANA (Lakota), APADIAZIS

(Hidatsa), SUUNATS

(Arikara), or PORCUPINE CREEK, enters the Missouri in
Sioux County.

This creek was called Grease Creek by

Sitting Rabbit, a Mandan (Thiessen et al. 1979, p.154).
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HOHETA WAKPA (ASSINIBOINE THEIR RIVER), or the SOURIS
RIVER, enters the study area in Ward County.
AWA:THIKA:SA [Amatikaza]

(Hidatsa), CANSOTKA WAKPA or

WAKPA PTECENA (Lakota), the LITTLE MISSOURI RIVER,
enters the Missouri River in Dunn County.
MIDISI AZIS, or LITTLE MUDDY RIVER, enters the
Missouri River in Williams County.
WAHPE CANDI OJU (Lakota), PUPU APADI SEDU (Hidatsa),
or TOBACCO GARDEN CREEK, enters the Missouri River in
McKenzie County.
of much confusion.

The name of this creek was the product
The Dakota and Assiniboine name for

reed is CEDI, and for tobacco the word is CANDI.

Some

early white traveller apparently confused the two and
mistranslated the Dakota.

The correct name in Hidatsa

means "place where the reeds grow" and in Dakota "reed
bottom place"

(Matthews 1971).

At the present time

(1987), the Dakota call this creek WAHPE CANDI OJU
(LEAVES TOBACCO GROWS), so apparently the etymological
slip has taken root (Louis Garcia, personal communi
cation, August 1987) .

Non-Indian sites
Although not named by Indians the following sites
became quite important to them in the late nineteenth
century.

The origin of names for these locations also
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helps illustrate the naming procedure of non-Indians in
this area, which seems to be in marked contrast to
Indian methods.

This list is not comprehensive, as only

those non-Indian sites having a direct bearing on Indian
culture are included:
FORT BERTHOLD, located in McLean County, was
established in 1845 in a section of Like-a-Fishhook
Village.

This fur trading post was built by the

American Fur Company and named for Bartholomew Berthold,
a brother-in-law of Pierre Choteau Jr.
FORT MANDAN, located in McLean County, was the winter
camp of Lewis and Clark in 1804-1805.

It was named by

the explorers to honor the Mandan Indians

(Moulton 1987,

v.3, p.226).
FORT STEVENSON, located in McLean County, was named
for Brig. General Thomas G. Stevenson, a Union general
killed at the battle of Spottsylvania, Virginia.
Established in 1867 on a site selected by Gen. Alfred
H. Sully, Fort Stevenson was to serve as a link in the
military posts from Minnesota to Montana (Williams 1966,
p. 175
FORT VANDERBURGH, or FORT LISA, located in Mercer
County, was built by Manuel Lisa for the Missouri Fur
Company about 1812.

It was later named Fort Vanderburgh

in honor of Capt. William Henry Vanderburgh and
abandoned in 1823

(Williams 1966, p.189).
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FORT ABRAHAM LINCOLN, located in Morton County, was
originally named Fort McKeen after H. Boyd McKeen, a
civil war commander, but later changed to honor the
slain president (Williams 1966, p.196).
FORT RICE, located in Morton County, was built in 1864
by General Alfred Sully and named to honor either Brig.
General Samuel Allen Rice or Brig. General Clay Rice.
Fort Rice, which for many years provided protection for
river transportation, was abandoned in 1878

(Williams

1966, p.197).
MANDAN, located in Morton County, was established in
1878 and named after the Mandan Indians by Frederic F.
Gerard, fur trader and first white settler (Williams
1966, p.200).
FORT CLARK, located in Mercer County, was built in
1831 by James Kipp for the American Fur Company.

Named

for William Clark, this fort had a flourishing trade
with the Mandan and was closed in 1837 when smallpox
decimated that tribe (Williams 1966, p.217).
INYAN BOSDATA AKICITA TIPI, or FORT YATES, located in
Sioux County, was originally known by the Lakota name.
It was officially named Fort Yates in 1878 to honor
Captain George W. Yates, who had been killed in the
Battle of the Little Big Horn (Hinton 1984, p.59).
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FORT BUFORD, located in Williams County, was built in
1866 and named after General John Buford, who fought at
Gettysburg

(Works Progress Administration 1950, p.258).

It was here that Sitting Bull and Gall surrendered to
army officials in 1881.
FORT UNION, located in Williams County, was built in
1829 by Kenneth McKenzie.

Named Fort Union because of

the merging of the American Fur Company and the Columbia
Fur Company, this fur trading post was for many years
the leading trading firm in the territory but was
abandoned in 1865 because of reduced demand for furs.
FORT WILLIAM, located in Williams County, is near the
mouth of the Yellowstone River.

The fort was named for

William Sublette and was later sold to the American Fur
Company (Boiler 1972, p.38).

DISCUSSION

The information listed above and that contained in
Appendix C, plus additional working notes, provided the
data sample required in this thesis.

That data will now

be considered as the following hypotheses are discussed:
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HYPOTHESIS #1
Toponyms of Native American origin were generated
because of perceptual or pragmatic reasons.
Place-names that were classified in Stewart's Toponym
Typology as being descriptive, associative, incident,
shift or combinations thereof were environmentally
perceived.

Therefore, names classified as such will

support hypothesis #1.

A listing of all tribal groups

included in this research and the percentage of names
for each specific classification is presented in Table 1.
Results listed in Table 1 indicate that 84% of Mandan
place-names, 63.36% of Hidatsa, 33.3% of Arikara, and
81.25% of Lakota place-names were environmentally
perceived.

Percentages of 66% or more indicates strong

support for hypothesis #1 and that is attained by 2 of 4
tribes included in the research.

The possibility exists

that those tribes entering the region at a later date,
specifically the Hidatsa and Arikara, may have simply
applied names to some locations based on information
supplied to them by the Mandan, albeit in the Hidatsa
and Arikara languages.

Since both of these tribes liv

ed in close proximity to the Mandan over an extended
period of time and had essentially peaceful relations
with them, the liklihood of some place-name transfer
occurring would have been very probable.

TABLE 1
PERCENT OF TOPONYMS ACCORDING TO CLASSIFICATION AND CULTURE GROUP

Classification

Mandan
(n)

Hidatsa
g.
o

(n)

Arikar.a
Q.
O

(n)

Lakota
g.
o

(n)

g.

Descriptive

11

34.37

13

18.05

1

11.10

4

25.00

Associative

4

12.50

10

13.88

1

11.10

3

18.75

Incident

9

28.12

13

18.05

1

11.10

2

12.50

Commemorative

2

6.25

6

8.33

0

0.00

2

12.50

Commendatory

0

0.00

1

1.38

0

0.00

0

0.00

Folk-Etymology

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

Shift

3

9.37

9

12.50

0

0.00

4

25.00

Mistake

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

Manufactured

1

3.12

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

Possessive

0

0.00

1

1.38

0

0.00

0

0.00

Unknown

2

6.25

19

26.38

6

66.66

1

6.25

32

99.98

72

99.95

9

99.96

16

100.00

TOTAL *

* Note: Percentages do not always equal 100.00 because of rounding
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The Lakota also have a high percentage of environmen
tally perceived place-names, and as with the Mandan,
were probably more original in applying names for two
reasons.

First, being more nomadic they were less aware

of place-names used by others because of less
intertribal contact.

Second, being traditional

adversaries of the Mandan, Arikara, and Hidatsa, the
Lakota were less likely to accept extant names,
preferring instead to use names of their own origin.
So while it is more difficult to define statistical
differences between tribes, when they are considered as
a unit it is apparent that they applied a large
percentage of environmentally perceived place-names and
very few commemorative names.

Commemorative names

account for only 6.25% of Mandan, 8.45% of Hidatsa,
0.00% of Arikara, and 12.50% of Lakota place-names.
It would appear that the practice of naming locations in
honor of someone or for someone, at least among these
tribes, was not very common.
Being the most recent immigrants to this region, nonIndians also adopted many Indian applied place-names
(i.e., Missouri, Knife, and Heart Rivers), but the
majority of place-names originally applied by nonIndians are commemorative, possessive, or manufactured.
Very few non-Indian culture intrinsic sites exist that
have environmentally perceived names.

This would seem
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to indicate that those sites important to non-Indian
cultures are named abstractly rather than being
environmentally induced.

It could be inferred from

these statistics that because indigenous peoples applied
predominantly environmentally perceived names to
locations important to their culture, they considered
themselves more a component of that environment rather
than a controller of it.

Because they sought to be in

harmony with nature, Indians placed themselves where
they thought the spirits wanted them.

HYPOTHESIS #2
Locations identified by environmentally perceived
native names were and continue to be culture intrinsic.
Sites identified by environmentally perceived placenames were classified as culture intrinsic or of unde
termined significance.

Culture intrinsic sites are

village sites, sites used for the performance of
religious ceremonies, sites sacred because of ancestral
reasons, and repositories of food, water, paints, or
medicinal plants largely unavailable at other locations.
Loss of culture intrinsic sites would have a serious
detrimental effect on the tribal community, and loss of
a sufficient number of the sites could destroy the tribe
as an autonomous society.

While non-Indian groups are
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for the most part independent of changes in the location
of their culture, Indians rely heavily upon the land.
For example, the loss of a Christian church to some
natural or government induced disaster would be
unfortunate, but would not deal a crushing blow to the
religious life of the parishioners; they would simply
relocate elsewhere.

However, the loss of a sacred

Indian site such as the lodge of Old-Woman-Who-NeverDies means more than simply the loss of the site, it
also means that the spirit who resided there, ensuring
good crops, and affecting cures is now lost to the
tribes forever.

With the spirit goes an irreplaceable

componet of Mandan and Hidatsa religion.
Table 2 lists the number of culture intrinsic sites
and the percentage of culture intrinsic sites to total
recorded sites.

Those figures indicate that 87.09% of

Mandan, 81.33% of Hidatsa, 62.50% of Arikara, and 73.68%
of Lakota sites were culture intrinsic, with the average
being 80.45%.

Inferences drawn from these statistics

are as follows:
1.

Those sites identified by environmentally per
ceived place-names are very important to native
people.

2.

Tribes residing longest in the area appear to have
more culture intrinsic sites.

TABLE 2
CULTURE INTRINSIC SITES BY TRIBE

Hidatsa
(n)
%

13

40.62

10

15.38

3

37.50

0

0.00

26

Religious Sites

6

18.75

21

32.30

1

12.50

3

23.08

31

Ancestral Sites

9

28.12

29

44.62

3

37.50

8

61.54

49

Repositories

4

12.50

5

7.70

1

12.50

2

15.38

12

32

99.99

65

100.00

8

100.00

13 100.00

118

Q.
O

Village Sites

TOTAL *

Sites of Undetermined Significance
TOTAL SITES *

Arikara
(n)
%

Lakota
(n)
%

Mandan
(n)

Total*

4

14

3

5

26

36

79

11

18

144

* The total number of sites does not equal the actual number of sites because some
sites are listed for more than one tribe.
NOTE:

Only those sites with place-names classified as descriptive, associative,
incident, shift, or combinations thereof are listed in this table.
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Adequacy of Data Sample Place-names collected for Mandan and Hidatsa
represent nearly all of the culture intrinsic sites for
these tribes.

Those for the Arikara are fewer in number

because of their later arrival in the area and also
because not all of their traditional territory is
included in the study area.

The number for the Lakota

is also smaller, again due to their late arrival to the
region.

The obvious absence of permanent Lakota village

sites is indicative of their largely nomadic nature.
It would appear then, that the sample is sufficiently
large when proffering generalized statements about the
Mandan and Hidatsa, marginal for the Lakota (although
comprehensive in the the study area), and minimal for
the Arikara.

The traditional Arikara territory in South

Dakota would have to be included to make a significant
contribution to their ethnogeography and to make accurate
statements about their naming psychology.

Analysis of

the data suggests that place-names provide, along with
Indian narratives and historical accounts, an accurate
indicator of tribal territorial boundaries.
General Comments Significance of these findings is considerable.
not only reinforces the perception of the general

It
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populace that Indian people care deeply for the Earth,
but also presents a subtle warning that if culture
intrinsic sites continue to be lost through land claims,
water projects, and unwise farming practices, tribal
customs and societies will continue to erode and
possibly be lost.

One of the more important implica

tions of this study will be the realization that Indians,
at least in this region,

were very cognizant of their

environment, having named sites in their sphere of
influence based upon an intimate knowledge of that
environment and what value it held for them and their
culture.
Future Research Lack of research similar to this is very apparent for
other areas of the state and region as was made apparent
in the literature survey of this thesis.

It is hoped

that information presented here will help fill the void,
but much remains to be done.

A study of the Red River

Valley and Devils Lake areas would provide increased
information on the ethnogeography of the Dakota and
Yankton/Yanktonai, while information concerning the
Assiniboine could be gathered in the northwest and north
central areas of North Dakota.

Future studies would

also benefit from expanded personal communication with
informants, and more on-site inspection to provide
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information on present conditions which would aid in the
preservation, if possible, of extant sites.

A follow

up study could be conducted to determine the exact
condition of the sites included in this research and
also whether they are being used in the same manner as
originally intended.

Obviously, villages have long

since been abandoned, but other locations, particularly
those associated with the performance of some ceremony,
may still be of great import in tribal religion.

A

comparison of the ethnogeography of 1738-1889, and that
of today could provide clues as to the persistence of
tribal religions, and the viability of tribes as
distinct cultural units.

CHAPTER VI.

CONCLUSION

White people can get on a plane and go to a place
somewhere in the world where their culture is intact.
We Indians can't jump on that plane.
If we don't
preserve our culture here and now, it's gone.
Dean Fox
Fort Berthold Reservation
Others may praise what they like;
But I, from the banks of the running Missouri, praise
nothing in art or aught else,
Till it has well inhaled the atmosphere of this river,
also the western prairie-scent,
And exudes it all again.
Walt Whitman
Knowledge is always the key to dispelling ethnocentric
tendencies and providing an atmosphere of understanding
between diverse cultures.

When full expression of a

culture is repressed, increased animosity often results
in an irreparable schism.

It is hoped that we have

not reached that point in Indian/White relations, but to
avoid further regression into abject racism, projects
such as this thesis research are needed to shed some
light on the Indian cultures of North Dakota as being
people rather than simply societies that once flourished
but are now lost forever.

While this research

concentrated on a period that has long since past, the
88
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intent was to engender some respect for these people by
presenting the place-names they applied and how they
used the locations identified by those names.

If these

tribes of the past can be accepted and understood as
distinct cultures, then surely their descendants are
part of that same culture and have the right to choose
their own path to fulfillment.

It would seem to be

logical that a sense of understanding and acceptance of
the concept of self-determination would have the most
benefit if practiced by concurrent generations.

But

this often demands years of working together, striving
to increase the level of communication.
There are three important implications of this
research.

First, the realization that native people

in this region were very cognizant of their immediate
environment, naming sites in their territory based upon
an intimate knowledge of that environment and what value
it held for them and their culture.

Results indicate

that 84% of Mandan, 63.36% of Hidatsa, 33.3% of Arikara,
and 81.25% of Lakota place-names were environmentally
perceived.

The importance of these locations to Indians

is underscored by the fact that 87.09% of Mandan, 81.33%
of Hidatsa, 62.50% of Arikara, and 73.08% of Lakota
place-names were culture intrinsic.

It could be inferred

from these statistics that because indigenous peoples
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applied predominantly environmentally perceived names to
locations in their sphere of influence, they considered
themselves more a component of that environment rather
than a controller of it and sought to live in harmony
with it.
A second implication is that this research immediately
causes researchers to consider what the present
condition of locations is and, if a site still exists,
whether it is being utilized as originally intended or
is no longer important.

This information could then

lead to increased preservation efforts on the part of
researchers, landowners, and government entities.
Third, this research will serve as a basis for work by
other geographers, anthropologists, and historians as
information is amassed for the state centennial.

These

professionals must be at the forefront in providing
comprehensive, equitable research so that North Dakota's
second century of statehood can begin with a spirit of
cooperation, understanding, and pride because of its
ethnic diversity rather than in spite of it.

APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
STEWART'S TOPONYM TYPOLOGY
(Stewart 1975)
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1.

DESCRIPTIVE:

toponyms denoting locations identified
by the senses (hearing, smell, touch,
taste, sight).

2.

ASSOCIATIVE:

toponyms denoting locations named by
association with something close by.

3.

INCIDENT:

4.

POSSESSIVE:

toponyms denoting locations named because
of a particular incident that occurred
there.
toponyms identifying locations named to
denote personal ownership.

COMMEMORATIVE:

toponyms denoting locations named in
honor of someone or something.

COMMENDATORY:

toponyms denoting locations labeled
with names that look attractive,
appear lucky or pleasant, or are awe
inspiring .

FOLK-ETYMOLOGY: :

MANUFACTURED:
MISTAKE:
10. SHIFT:

toponyms that are incorrect
phonetic transmutations from one
language to another.

toponyms made up by combining two or
more names, or simply imagined.

toponyms denoting locations mistakenly
labeled with the "wrong name."
toponyms used in one place and then part or
all of the name is transferred to another
location.

APPENDIX B
TOPOGRAPHIC AND HISTORIC MAP LIST
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BURLEIGH COUNTY
Reference #
1. Apple Creek:
Alternate names: Taspan Wakpada (Lakota), Hahsi
ra a:si (Hidatsa), and Shepherd's Creek.
Location: 4642N, 10045W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Unchanged
2. Burnt Creek:
Location: 464930N, 10050W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged
3. Double Ditch Mandan Village:
Alternate names: Aware:ta ciiri atis (Hidatsa),
Yellow Earth Village (Mandan), Burgois Site.
Location: 4656N, 10054W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Abandoned, but State Historic Site.
4. Eagle Nose Butte:
Alternate names: Bird's Bill Hill,
Caka:ka apa hisa atis (Hidatsa)
Location: Approximately five miles below Heart
River
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined
5. Looking Village:
Alternate names: Ward Site
Location: 4654N, 10051W
(S35T140R80)
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
6. Menoken Indian Village:
Location: 465030N, 10032W
(SW1/4S22T139R78)
Classification: Manufactured
Condition: Abandoned, but State Historic Site
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7. Missouri River:
Alternate names: Mata (Mandan), Amati (Hidatsa),
Minisose Wakpa (Lakota), Riviere des Emisourites
(Sieur de LaSalle), Riviere Pekitanoui (Father
Jacques Marquette
Location: Borders all but three of the counties
in the study area
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Garrison Dam in North Dakota has
created Lake Sakakawea and Oahe Dam in South
Dakota has created Lake Oahe.
These two lakes
have destroyed many historic sites and
considerable bottom land along the river,
changing both farming and life styles of Indians
traditionally residing along its banks
8. Opposite Butte:
Location: undetermined
Classification: Unknown
Condition: undetermined
9. Painted Woods:
Alternate names: Cansayapi and Canowapi (Lakota)
Location: 4705N, 10054W
Classification: Incident
Condition: undetermined
10. Round Lodges:
Alternate names: Larson Site, Half Moon Village
(Mandan)
Location: 4658N, 10054W
(NW1/4S9SE1/4S4T140R81)
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: undetermined
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Figure 5.

Burleigh County Map
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DUNN COUNTY
Reference #
1. Crow Butte:
Location: undetermined
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unknown
2. Heart Singing Butte:
Location: 473913N, 1022406W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unknown
3. Jacobson Site:
Location: 32 DU1
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Unknown
4. Killdeer Mountains:
Alternate names: Tahcaokute
(Hidatsa)
Location: 4728N, 10254W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unchanged

(Lakota), Ba-hish

5. Little Heart Singing Butte:
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
6. Little Missouri River:
Alternate names: Awa:thika:sa [Amatikaza]
(Hidatsa), Cansotka Wakpa/Wakpa Ptecena (Lakota)
Location: 4736N, 10215W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Flooded in the lower reaches by Lake
Sakakawea, otherwise unchanged
7. Red-ochre-mine Creek:
Alternate names: Jim Creek
Location: 4731N, 1024053W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
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8. Skunk Creek:
Alternate names: Bear Creek
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4745N,
10226W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undtermined
9. Turtle Hill:
Alternate names: Killdeer Mountain
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
10. Two-pointed Hill:
Alternate names: Saddle Butte
Location: 473944N, 1022024W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined

Dunn Count y

Figure 6.

Dunn County Map
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EMMONS COUNTY
Reference #
1. Badger Creek:
Alternate names: Ciwahts
Long Lake Creek
Location: 4630N, 10035W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged

[Fish River](Arikara),

2. Beaver Creek (lower):
Alternate names: Waharika [Where Elk Shed Their
Horns](Arikara), Capa Wakpa (Lakota)
Location: 4615N, 10034W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unchanged
3. Little Beaver Creek (lower):
Alternate names: CitUxsahaanu [Place of Many
Beaver](Arikara), Capa Wakpa Cikana (Lakota)
Location: 4613N, 10034W
Classification: Associative/Shift
Condition: Unchanged
4. Where Turtle Went Back:
Alternate names: Shermer Site, Naakaka aruwirihkita arure:s (Mandan)
Location: 4634N, 10032W
(SI/2NE1/4S30T136R78)
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined

E m m o n s Co u nt y
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GRANT COUNTY
Reference #
1.

Heart Butte:
Alternate names: Na:ta aware:ta (Hidatsa),
Tacante Wakpa Paha (Lakota)
Location: 464012N, 1015225W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined

2.

Medicine Hill:
Location: South of Elgin, ND, in Medicine Rock
State Historic Site
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unchanged

- 106 -

Figure 8.

Grant County Map
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MCKENZIE COUNTY
Reference #
1. Buffalo Comes Out Butte:
Alternate names: Lone Butte
Location: 473009N, 1030928W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
2. Bullberry Butte Creek:
Alternate names: Bear Den Creek
Location: 4754N, 10239W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
3. Butte-with-a-chimney-on-top:
Location: 4756N, 10248W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined
4. Crow-Flies-High Village:
Alternate names: Pe:ricka ma:kuhta re:s ita:wati
(Hidatsa), Xockati (Dakota)
Location: 4801N, 10236W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Abandoned
5. One Cottonwood Camp:
Location: 4757N, 1035630W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
6. Fox Singing Butte:
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
7. Ghost Singing Butte:
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
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8. Long Buttes:
Alternate names: Blue Buttes
Location: 4751N, 10243W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
9. Mandan Camp Creek:
Alternate names: Indian Creek
Location: 4748N, 10238W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
10. Singing Butte:
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
11. Thunderbird Creek:
Alternate names: Thunder Creek, Clark's Creek
Location: 475330N, 10239W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Lower reaches inundated by Lake
Sakakawea, otherwise unchanged
12. Tobacco Garden Creek:
Alternate names: Chief Kill Creek (Sitting
Rabbit), Wahpe Candi Oju (Lakota), Pupu Apadi
Sedu (Hidatsa)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4807N,
10306W
Classification: Folk-Etymology
Condition: Lower reaches inundated, otherwise
unchanged
13. Yellowstone River:
Alternate names: Riviere des Roches Jaunes
(French), Riviere a la Biche (French), Elk River,
Mi?ci:ri a:si (Hidatsa), Hehaka Wakpa (Lakota)
Location: 475830N, 10359W
Classification: Descriptive/Associative
Condition: Unchanged within study area

Figure 9.
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MCLEAN COUNTY
Reference #
1. Carring-ice-on-their-back Hill:
Alternate names: Blue Hill
Location: 4748N, 10136W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
2. Charred Body Creek:
Alternate names: Turtle Creek
Location: 4716N, 1005920W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Unchanged
3. Dog Den Butte:
Alternate names: Sunkaoti
Location: 4747N, 10046W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unchanged

(Lakota)

4. Buckbrush Trapping Camp:
Location: South of Shell Creek
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
5. Fort Berthold:
Alternate names: Mawatani Tipi and Hewatokto Tipi
(Lakota)
Location: 4731N, 10149W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
6. Fort Mandan:
Location: Approximately 471746N, 1011708W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Partially inundated by shifts of the
Missouri River
7. Fort Stevenson:
Location: 473527N, 1012510W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Abandoned 1883
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8. Independence:
Location: 4735N, 10218W
(S11T149R91)
Classification: Incident
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
9. Like-a-fishhook Village:
Alternate names: Mua iruckuphe hisa atis
(Hidatsa), Canispa (Lakota)
Location: 4730N, 10153W
(32ML2)
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
10. L'Ours qui Danse:
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
11. Nightwalker's Butte:
Location: South of Whiteshield School
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
12. Painted Woods Lake:
Location: 4713N, 1005730W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Unchanged

(S8,9,16,17T143R81)

13. Rising Water Creek:
Alternate names: Dip Creek, Pride Creek, Onion
Creek, Deep Water Creek, Midi odamu azis
(Hidatsa), L'eau Qui Monte, Lucky Mound Creek
Location: 4743N, 1021530W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
14. Ruptare Village:
Alternate names: Rooptahee Village, Black Cat
Site,
Location: Approximately 4719N, 10120W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined, but may be partially
inundated by river shifts
15. Shell Creek:
Alternate names: Hawk Creek, Goose Creek
Location: 4748N, 10218W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
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16. Shell Creek Village:
Location: S8T150R91
Classification: Shift
Condition: Undetermined
17. Snake Creek:
Alternate names: Mapokshaatiazi [Snake House
River](Hidatsa), Miry creek
Location: 473230N, 10122W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
18. Wolf Creek:
Location: 4733N, 10122W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea

Figure 10.
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MERCER COUNTY
Reference #
1. Baby Hill:
Alternate names: Maka di stati (Hidatsa)
Location: Approximately S20T144R84, mouth of
Knife River
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
2. Big Hidatsa Village:
Alternate names: Elah-Sa [Village of the Great
Willows], Hira:ca atis (Hidatsa)
Location: 472130N, 10123W
(32ME12)
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Abandoned, but land preserved in Knife
River National Historic Site
3. High Butte Trapping Camp:
Location: Southeast of Like-a-fishhook Village
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
4. Fort Clark:
Location: 471430N, 10116W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Maintained as Historic Site
5. Fort Vanderburgh:
Location: 4727N, 1012630W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
6. Horned Weasel's Village:
Alternate names: U:cica asi watus atis
Rock Village
Location: NW1/4S27T147R86
(32ME15)
Classification: Possesive
Condition: Undetermined

(Hidatsa),
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7. Knife River:
Alternate names: Reviere de Coteau (French), Mina
Wakpa (Lakota), Isan Wakpa (Dakota), Ma e tsi
azis (Hidatsa), Walking-in-water Creek (Awatixa
Hidatsa)
Location: 4-719N, 10121W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Unchanged
8. Knife River Eagle Trapping Camp:
Location: 4716N, 10203W
Near Golden Valley
Classification: Shift
Condition: Undetermined
9. Like-a-snakenose Bluff:
Alternate names: Mapuksa apa hisas (Hidatsa)
Location: 4715N, 10148W
West of Beulah
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined
10. Mahawha Village:
Alternate names: Amahami Site, Awachawi, Awaxawi
(Hidatsa), Manxaxa (Mandan)
Location: LotlS6T144R84
(32ME8)
Mercer County
Courthouse yard
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Abandoned, partially destroyed
11. Mitutanka Village:
Alternate names: Matootonha Village, Mih-TuttaHang-Kush, Awa ihpu awatis [Hilltop Village]
(Hidatsa)
Location: 4716N, 10119W (32ME2) Near old Deapolis
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Destroyed by gravel pit operations in
the 1950s
12. Metaharta:
Alternate names: Min'tixata (Mandan), Sakakawea
Site, Awatichay, Awatixa, Awatiha
Location: 472030N, 10123W
(32ME11)
W1/2NE1/4
S33T145R84
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Site maintained
13. Lodge Site of Old-Woman-Who-Never-Dies:
Location: 473230N, 10204W
(32ME59)
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
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14. Pretty Creek:
Alternate names: Little Beaver Creek (Upper)
Location: 4730N, 10155W
Classification: Commendatory
Condition: Undetermined
15. Red Butte:
Location: 4732N, 10203W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined
16. Short River:
Alternate names: Short Missouri, Amatipaduis
(Hidatsa)
Location: 473118N, 10206W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Inundated by Lake Sakakawea
17. Star Village:
Location: 4730N, 1015530W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Abandoned

(32ME16)

18. Yellow Knife Village:
Alternate names: Me?ci ciiris
Location: 4730N, 10156W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Abandoned

(Hidatsa)

Short River (16)

Figure 11.

Mercer County Map
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MORTON COUNTY
Reference #
1. Baby Hill:
Location: Near Heart River
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
2. Boley Site:
Location: 4654N, 10055W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Abandoned
3. Eagle's Nose Village:
Location: 463730N, 1004030W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined

SE1/4NW1/4S1T136R80

4. Heart River Ravine Eagle Trapping Camp:
Location: 4650N, 10120W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Undetermined
5. Fort Abraham Lincoln:
Alternate names: Tacante Wakpa Akicita Tipi
(Lakota)
Location: 464530N, 10049W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Site maintained
6. Fort Rice:
Location: 463047N, 1003454W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Site maintained
7. Heart River:
Alternate names: Ciscita [Fork of a River]
(Arikara), Natke-Passaha (Mandan), Na:ta azi
(Hidatsa)
Location: By Mandan
Classification: Incident
Condition: Unchanged
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8. Huff Indian Village:
Location: 4636N, 1003830W
Nl/2S8S1/2S5T136R79
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: State park
9. Little Heart River:
Alternate names: Tacanta Cikana Wakpa (Lakota)
Location: 4640N, 10045W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Unchanged
10. Long Knife Creek:
Alternate names: Rice Creek, Fishing Creek,
Pictured Rock Creek
Location: 4630N, 10036W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged
11. On-a-Slant Village:
Alternate names: Awati aku ahus (Hidatsa)
Location: 464630N, 10051W
NW1/4S13T138R81
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Village maintained
12. Sguare Butte Creek:
Alternate names: Hunting Creek (Clark), A:si xi?e
[Old Creek](Hidatsa)
Location: 4654N, 1005430W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Unchanged

Figure 12.
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MOUNTRAIL COUNTY
Reference #
1. First Trapping Camp:
Location: Approximately 4757N, 10232W
Sanish
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined

South of

2. Home-of-Buffalo Hill:
Alternate names: Tatanka Otina (Lakota)
Location: Undetermined
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
3. Little Knife River:
Alternate names: Spring Creek, Goatpen Creek,
Mae tsi azis (Hidatsa)
Location: 4800N, 10232W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Undetermined
4. White Earth River:
Alternate names: U kata ka zis (Hidatsa), Makasan
Wakpa (Lakota)
Location: 4806N, 10245W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Inundated in lower reaches by Lake
Sakakawea, otherwise unchanged

Figure 13.

Mountrail County Map
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OLIVER COUNTY
Reference #
1. Buffalo Head Hill:
Alternate names: Mite:a:htus
Location: 4714N, 10113W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined

(Hidatsa)

2. Greenshield Site:
Location: NW1/4SE1/4S26T144R82
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Obliterated by cultivation
3. Molander Site:
Location: 470730N, 1005750W
NE1/4S17T142R81
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Largely obliterated by cultivation
4. Mount Nebo:
Location: S29T143R83
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
5. Red Grass Butte:
Location: 4711N, 10134W
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
6. Square Buttes:
Alternate names: Awahackis [High Hills](Hidatsa)
Location: 4703N, 10056W
Classification: Descriptive
Condition: Undetermined

Figure 14.
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Oliver County Map
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SHERIDAN COUNTY
Sheridan County did not have any
sites identified in this research.
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SIOUX COUNTY
Reference #
1. Battle Creek:
Alternate names: Sapat (Arikara), Okicize Wakpana
(Lakota)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4611N,
10037W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged
2. Cannonball River:
Alternate names: River LaBombe (Evans),
LaBeaume1s River (Indian Office Map),
LeBoulet/LeBullet (Lewis and Clark), A:sihtia
(Hidatsa), Inyanwakagapi (Lakota)
Location: Boundary between Sioux and Morton
Counties
Classification: Associative
Condition: Unchanged
3. Fort Yates:
Alternate names: Inyan Bosdata Akicita Tipi
(Lakota)
Location: 460530N, 10038W
Classification: Associative originally, then
commemorative
Condition: Abandoned 1903
4. Fourmile Creek:
Alternate names: Wood Dividing Creek (Sitting
Rabbit)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4602N,
10036W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged
5. Holy Hill of the Mandan:
Location: South of junction of Highways 21 and 24
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined
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6. Onemile Creek:
Alternate names: Long Soldier Creek (MRC Map),
Sharha Creek (Lewis and Clark)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4605N,
10037W
Classification: Originally commemorative
Condition: Unchanged
7. Porcupine Creek:
Alternate names: Suunats (Arikara), Grease Creek
(Sitting Rabbit), Apadiazis (Hidatsa), Saiya
Wakpana (Lakota)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at
4609N, 10038W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Unchanged
8. Standing Rock Reservation:
Alternate names: Inyan Bosdata (Dakota), Inyan
Woslata Wakpamni (Lakota)
Location: Sioux County, North Dakota and Corson
County, South Dakota
Classification: Shift
Condition: Severe lowland inundation caused by
Lake Oahe, otherwise unchanged

Figure 16.
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WARD COUNTY
Reference #
1 . Souris River:
Alternate names: Mouse River, Riviere St. Pierre
(Verendrye), Hoheta Wakpa (Lakota)
Location: Northern Ward County
Classification: Commemorative originally
Condition: Unchanged
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Figure 17.

Ward County Map
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WILLIAMS COUNTY
Reference #
1. Beaver Creek (upper):
Alternate names: Timber Creek, Reed Bottom Creek
(1876 Howell map)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4809N,
10259W
Classification: Unknown
Condition: Undetermined
2. Fort Buford:
Alternate names: Hehaka Wakpa Akicita Tipi
(Lakota)
Location: 4759N, 104W
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Site is maintained and a few of the
original buildings remain
3. Fort Union:
Alternate names: Hehaka Wakpa Wopeton Tipi
(Lakota)
Location: North of the Missouri River just east
of the Montana border
Classification: Incident
Condition: Site is maintained, restoration in
progress
4. Fort William:
Location: At the confluence of the Missouri and
Yellowstone Rivers
Classification: Commemorative
Condition: Undetermined
5. Little Muddy River:
Alternate names: Muddy Creek, Midisi azis
(Hidatsa)
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4808N,
10336W
Classification: Shift
Condition: Lower reaches inundated by Lake
Sakakawea, otherwise unchanged

- 132 6. Medicine Lodge Spring:
Classification: Associative
Condition: Undetermined
7. Turns-Himself-Into-A-Beaver Creek:
Location: Enters the Missouri River at 4808N,
10252W
Classification: Incident
Condition: Undetermined

Figure 18.
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Williams County Map
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Amahami Site ................................
Amati ........................................
Amatikaza ....................................
Amatipaduis .................................
Apadiazis ....................................
Apple Creek .................................
A:sihtia .....................................
A:si xi?e ....................................
Awa-da-ha-hi-hi-sas .........................
Awahackis ....................................
Awa ihpu awatis .............................
Awa:thika:sa ................................
Awaxawi ......................................
Aware: ta ciiri atis ........................
Awati aku ahus ..............................
Awatixa ......................................

47,115
72,98
73,75,100
65,116
74,127
15,73,74
69,126
68,71,119
51
74
47,115
75,100
47,115
97
49,119
47,48,115

B
Baby Hill ....................................
Badger Creek .................................
Bad Land Village.............................
Bagnell Site
...........................
Battle Creek ................................
Bear Creek ...................................
Bear Den Creek ..............................
Beaver Creek ................................
Bent-Enemy-Killed Winter Village ...........
Big-Forehead-Got-Killed Place Winter Village.
Big Hidatsa Village .........................
Big Spring ...................................
Big Timber Winter Village ...................
Birds Bill Hill .............................
Black Cat Site ..............................
Blue Hill ....................................
Blue Buttes .................................
Boley Site ...................................
Bone-pile Place Winter Village .............
Buckbrush Pit Timber Winter Village ........
Buckbrush Trapping Camp .....................
Buffalo Comes Out Butte .....................
Buffalo Head Hill ............................
Buffalo Home Hill ............................
Bu-haapa-suka-widash ........................
Bullberry Butte Creek .......................
Burgois Site
............................

63,114,118
73,103
45
49
74,126
72
107
73,103,131
50
51
114
73
50
97
46,111
110
108
48,118
51
51
59,110
107
74,123
56
50
107
97

- 136 Burnt Creek .................................
Butte-with-a-chimney-on-top .................

97
107

C
Caka:ka apa hisa atis .......................
Canispa ......................................
Cansotka Wakpa ..............................
Cannonball River ............................
Canowapi .....................................
Cansayapi ....................................
Capa Wakpa ...................................
Capa Wakpa Cikana ...........................
Carrying-ice-on-their-back Hill .............
Charred Body Creek ..........................
Chief Kill Creek ............................
Ciscita ......................................
Cituxsahaanu ................................
Ciwahts ......................................
Clark's Creek ...............................
Crow Butte ...................................
Crow-Flies-High Village .....................

66,97
Ill
75,100
32,69,126
55,98
55,98
73,103
71,103
73,110
60,110
108
66,118
71,103
73,103
108
56,100
41,45,107

D
Deep Water Creek ............................
Digging Flint Hill ..........................
Dip Creek ....................................
Dog Den Butte ...............................
Double Ditch Site ...........................

Ill
64
Ill
61,110
44,97

E
Eagle Nose Butte ............................
Eagle Nose Village ..........................
Elah-Sa ......................................
Elbow Woods Winter Village ..................
Elk River ....................................

66,97
48,118
47,114
50
108

F
First Trapping Camp .........................
Fishing Creek ...............................
Fort Abraham Lincoln ........................
Fort Berthold ...............................
Fort Buford ..................................
Fort Clark ...................................
Fort Mandan .................................
Fort Rice ....................................
Fort Stevenson ..............................
Fort Union ..................................

59,121
119
77,118
76,110
78,131
40,77,114
76,110
77,118
46,76,110
40,78,131

- 137 Fort Vanderburgh ............................
Fort William ................................
Fort Yates ...................................
Fourmile Creek (Wood Dividing Creek) .......
Fox Singing Butte ...........................

76,114
40,78,131
70,77,126
126
56,107

G
Ghost Singing Butte .........................
Goatpen Creek ...............................
Goose Creek .................................
Grease Creek ................................
Greenshield Site ............................

56,107
121
Ill
74,127
49,123

H
Hahsi:ra a:si ............................... 73,97
Half Moon Village ........................... 98
Hawk Creek ................................... Ill
Heart Butte .................................. 66,67,105
Heart River ........................... 49,63,66,67,118
Heart River Ravine Eagle Trapping Camp ..... 59,118
Heart Singing Butte ......................... 56,100
Hehaka Wakpa ................................ 60,108
Hehaka Wakpa Akicita Tipi ................... 131
Hehaka Wakpa Wopeton Tipi ................... 131
Hewatokto Tipi .............................. 110
High Butte Trapping Camp .................... 59,114
Hill-like-a-buffalo's-superior-processes-onthe-vertebrae-of-his-neck Winter Village .. 51
Hiraica atis ................................ 46,114
Hoheta Wakpa ................................ 75
Holy Hill of the Mandans .................... 68,126
Home of Buffalo Hill ........................ 72,121
Horned Weasel's Village ..................... 47,114
Huff Village ................................
48,49,119
Hunting Creek ............................... 119
Hunting Road Through Timber Winter Village .. 50
I
I-hicti-aa-du-ta-hes ........................
Independence ................................
Independence Winter Village .................
Indian Creek ................................
Inyan Wosdata Akicita Tipi ..................
Inyan Woslata Wakpamni ......................
Inyanwakagapi ...............................
Isan Wakpa ...................................

51
45,111
50
108
77,126
70,127
70,126
115
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Jacobson Site ............................... 100
Jim Creek .................................... 71,100
K
Killdeer Mountains .......................... 55,56,100
Knife River ..................... 32,47,50,63,64,74,115
Knife River Eagle Trapping Camp ............ 59,115
L
LaBullet, LaBombe, LeBoulet, Lebeaume River.. 126
Larson Site ......................... ....... 98
L'eau qui monte ..................... ....... Ill
Like-a-fishhook Village ........ 40, 45,46,48,59,76,111
Like-a-snake-nose Bluff ............. ....... 74,115
Like-home Timber Winter Village .... ....... 50
Little Beaver Creek ................. ....... 103,116
Little Heart River .................. ....... 49,74,119
Little Heart Singing Butte ......... ....... 56,100
Little Knife River .................. ....... 121
Little Missouri River ............... ....... 73,75,100
Little Muddy River .................. ....... 75,132
Lone Butte .......................... ....... 107
Long Buttes ......................... ....... 108
Long Knife Creek .................... ....... 119
Long Lake Creek ..................... ....... 103
Long Soldier Creek .................. ....... 127
Looking Village ..................... ....... 44,97
L'Ours qui Danse .................... ....... 62,111
Lucky Mound Creek ................... ....... Ill
M
Ma e tsi a zis .....
Mahawha Village ....
Maka di Stati ......
Makasan Wakpa ......
Mandan .............
Mandan Camp Creek ...
Manxaxa ............
Mapokshaatiazi .....
Mapuksa apa hisas ...
Mata ................
Matootonha Village ..
Mawatani Tipi ......
Medicine Lodge Spring
Medicine Hill ......
Medicine Hole ......

64,71,74,115,121
...... 115
...... 63,114
...... 72,121
...... 48,77
...... 108
...... 47,115
...... 74,112
...... 74,115
...... 72,98
...... 115
.......

110

...... 70,72,132
___ 57,58,70,105
...... 57
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Menoken Village ......................
Me?ci ciiris .........................
Metaharta Village ....................
Mi?ci:ri a:si ........................
Midi o Damu Azis .....................
Midipadi Butte........................
Midisiazis ...........................
Mih Tutta Hang Kush ..................
Mina Wakpa ...........................
Minisose Wakpa .......................
Min'tixata ...........................
Miry Creek ...........................
Missouri River . 12,27,32,49,53,58,60,
Mite:a:htus ..........................
Mitutanka ............................
Molander Site ........................
Mount Nebo ...........................
Mouse River ..........................
Mua iruckuphe hisa atis ..............
Muddy Creek ..........................

...... 44,97
...... 48,116
...... 48,115
...... 60,108
...... 73,111
...... 63
...... 75,132
...... 47,115
...... 115
...... 55,72,98
...... 48,115
...... 112
65,72,73,74,75,98
...... 74,123
...... 47,115
...... 49,123
...... 68,123
...... 129
...... 46,111
...... 132

N
Naakakaaruwirihkita arurets .................
Narrow Timber Winter Village ................
Natke Passaha ...............................
Na:ta aware:ta ..............................
Na:ta azi ....................................
Nightwalker 's Butte..........................

57,103
50
66,118
105
66,118
62,111

0

Okicize Wakpana .............................
Old-woman-who-never-diesLodge ...............
On-a-slant Village ..........................
Onemile Creek (Long SoldierCreek) ...........
One Cottonwood Camp .........................
Onion Creek .................................
Opposite Butte ..............................
Opposite Rock Winter Village ................

74,126
65,115
49,119
127
59,107
Ill
56,98
50

P
Pahis ........................................
Painted Woods ...............................
Painted Woods Lake ..........................
Pe:ricka ma:Kuhta re:s itarwati ............
Pictured Rock Creek .........................
Porcupine Creek .............................
Prairie Dog Town Winter Village ............
Pretty Creek ................................

100
98
73,111
45,107
74,119
74,127
50
48,116

- 140 Pride Creek .................................
Pupu Apadi Sedu .............................

Ill
75,108

Q

R
Red Butte ....................................
Red Grass Butte .......................
Red-Ochre-mine Creek ........................
Reed Bottom Creek ...........................
Rice Creek ..................................
Rising Water Creek ..........................
Riviere a la Biche ..........................
(Riviere des Roches Jaunes)
Riviere de Coteau ...........................
Riviere des Emisourites .....................
Riviere Pekitanoui
......................
Rock Village ................................
Rosebud Butte ...............................
Rooptahee Village (Ruptare)..................
Round Lodges ................................
Round Water Timber WinterVillage ..........
Round Circle Place WinterVillage ..........
S
Saddle Butte ................................
Sakakawea Site ..............................
Saiya Wakpana ...............................
Sapat ........................................
Sharha Creek ................................
Sharp Cedar Winter Village ...................
Shell Creek ..................................
Shell Creek Village .........................
Shell Creek Winter Village ...................
Shepard's Creek .............................
Shermer Site ................................
Short Missouri ..............................
Short River ..................................
Singing Butte ...............................
Skunk Creek .................................
Smell-bad Lodge Winter Village ..............
Snake Creek .................................
Souris River
...............................
Spring Creek
...............................
Square Buttes ...............................
Square ButteCreek ...........................
Standing Rock Reservation ...................
Star Village ................................

66,116
69,72,123
71,100
131
119
73,111
108
115
98
98
114
56
46,111
45,98
50
50
101
48,115
74,127
74,126
127
51
59,111
46,112
50
97
10 3
116
65,116
56,108
72,101
50
74,112
75,129
64,74,121
68,74,123
48,68,119
70,127
48,116

- 141 Steep Bank Creek WinterVillage .............. 50
Sunkaoti ..................................... 110
Suunats ...................................... 74,127
T
Tacanta Cikana Wakpa ........................
Tacante Wakpa AkicitaTipi ....................
Tacante Wakpa Paha ...........................
Tahcaokute ..................................
Taspan Wakpala ..............................
Tatanka Otina ...............................
Thunderbird Creek ...........................
Timber Creek ................................
Tobacco Garden Creek ........................
Turns-himself-into-a-beaver .................
Turtle Creek ................................
Turtle Hill .................................
Two-pointed Hill ............................

74,119
118
105
55,100
73,97
121
59,108
131
75,108
71,132
110
101
73,101

U

U:cica asi watus atis .......................
U kata ka zis ...............................

47,114
72,121

V
W
Waharika .....................................
Wahpe Candi Oju .............................
Wakpa Hehanka ...............................
Wakpa Ptecena ...............................
Walking-in-water Creek ......................
Ward Site ....................................
Where Turtle went Back ......................
White Butte .................................
White Earth River ...........................
Wolf Creek ..................................
Wood Dividing Creek .........................

73,103
75,108
54
73,75,100
64,115
97
57,103
56
71,72,121
112
74

X
Xockati ......................................

45,107
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Y
Yellow Earth Village ........................ 44,97
Yellow Knife Village ........................ 48,116
Yellowstone Mouth Winter Village ........... 51
Yellowstone River ..................... 32,59,60,78,108
Z
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